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VANDALISM VISITS BRYANT 
By Steve Sellers 
Take a long. hard look . F rom 
Lhe CIgar He burns in the 
Rotunda rug to the newly 
plan ted trees that have been 
uprooted, the igns of vandalism 
on our campus are mUltiplying. 
The vandali m is not so visible 
that it a rouses horror for anv 
visitor to the campus, but it doe's 
exist in nearly every com er of 
Bryant's locale. 
The photographs on page one 
depict only some of the incidents 
which have occured during the 
period ofOctober 27-30. Mostof 
these examples of vandalism 
could be documented on a week­
. 
by-week baslS for they are not 
infrequent in nature. 
The administration of the 
College, m conjunction with the 
various leaders of student 
organi7Blio has voiced 10 The 
A rch wav its deep concern for the 
trend which seems to be arising 
in rela tion to the many recent 
malicious and destructive acts 
which have earmarked the onset 
of thlS academic year. Because it 
is assumed that the vast majority 
of the student population is 
rationa l and equally concerned 
about these acts of vandalism, 
the administration prefers to 
pose the problem to the students 
in its aCtual form and appeal to 
them to correct the problems 
being caused by fellow students. 
President's Report to the Facultt 
Vandals efficiently natt4ened 
Pho. Ill' Karrn AM Miller 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Board of Trustees was held on 
Thursday, October 20, 1977, in 
the T rustees' Conference Room 
of the Unistructure. 
Dr. William P. Robinson, J r. 
was reelected to serve as 
Chairman of the Board of 
T rustees for an additional two­
year term. Similarly, Mr. Walter 
C . Tillinghast was reelected to 
serve as Vice Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees for a two-year 
term expiring in October, 1979. 
Upon recommendation of the 
Committee on the Naming 01 
College Facilities, the Board 
voted to designate the Faculty 
D ining Room in honor of D r. 
Gulski An approp riate p laque 
will be displayed In a prominent 
place m the Dining Room 
comrnt:.morating Dr Gulski's 
notable Il n d dist inctive 
l.onlrib Litions to Bryant College. 
The Trustee S e le ct ion 
Committee recommended the 
following candidates for election 
to the Board: George C. Craig, 
former Dean of Admissions at 
Bryant; Phllip H. Hayden, 
Controller of F ra m · Cor­
poration, East Providence, RI; 
Leonard E. Johnson, Chairman 
of the Board of Peoples' Bank, 
Providence, RI; and Everett C. 
Wi.Jcox, President of Leonard 
Valve Company, Cranston, RI. 
The Trustee Selection 
Committee recommended to the 
Board that Trustee terms be 
reduced from five to three years. 
A By-law resolution was 
submitted and passed reducing 
the term period to three years for 
a1l subse q uent Trustee 
appointments . 
At the request of the 
President, a study has been done 
to assure equal and fair 
treatment o f Il students seeking 
resident halJ assignments . . T he 
findings of the study were 
presented to the Trustees by Dr. 
Fullerton. The procedures 
contained in the report were 
approved by the Trustees. Dr. 
F ullerton noted fun her that the 
College will be effectively 
'tripling' every freshman woman 
and some 80% of the freshmen in 
the 1978-79 academic year. This 
situation will be alleviated by the 
construction of the new 
dormitory in 1979. 
The College's Financial 
Statements for the fiscal year 
ending July, 31, 1977, were 
accepted by the Board, a nd will 
be dissemmated to the faculty 
later this month. Dr. Robinson. 
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, is currently reviewing · 
the statement and preparing a 
report • to accompany the 
issuance of the document. 
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REMINDER: "Meet the Prcz" is scheduled for Wednesday 
November 9 in ~he ~a lcony of t he Student Center from 2 t04 p.rn: 
The next ~eettng IS scheduled for Wednesday, November 30, 
same bat time, same bat place. 
The results of vandalism are 
relatively easy to determine (it is 
seldom that the vandal will 
destroy ~omelhing which no one 
is likely to see), yet find.lOg the 
individuals who are responsi ble 
is much more difficult. If the 
"Iaw-a bjdmg" students do not 
report what they sec! or what they 
hear rega-roing vandalism on 
campus, then little can be done 
to eradicate the p roblem. Yet, 
therein lie the rub . Students 
have a built -i n fear o f 
"snitching" on another student, 
whether or not hel she is a friend 
or enemy. The psychology runs 
something like that of the prison 
subculture. Each inmate is 
expected to "do his own time" 
and never "snitch" on another 
inmate-or else. While not 0 
!:evere in our case, this type of 
thinking still applies. Bryant 
students seem to be primarily 
concerned with "doing their own 
time" and not with correcting 
problems which may just give 
them more headaches. 
The solution appears to be 
relatively clear-cut. If students 
can report what they see and 
who they see doing it, perhaps 
we will have something with 
which to work. However. the 
identity ' of the students giving 
information must r ema in 
confidential. While a plan to 
accompli. It this goal is being 
d e ve loped. The Archwa ~' 
recognizes the need to have som'e 
sort o f p roc es s whereby 
students, faculty or staff can 
share any information they have 
about vandalism on campus; 
who commits it , where it is being 
committed, maybe even where it 
is going to be committed. If you 
feel you know anything which 
might help solve this problem, 
we urge you to drop a note in the 
mail to The Archway; Bryant 
College, . Box 37. Y 00 a re not 
required to sign your name, but 
if you wish to, we will keep your 
identity co n fident ia l. T he 
informat ion we receive will be 
forwarded to either the Office 
for Student Affairs or the Office 
for Safety and Security. 
Instead of ignoring what you 
see, think about it. Think about 
what it means to college costs. 
Think about what it mea ns when 
Bryant has to employ one 
w?rker fu ll-time jUSl Lo keep up 
With repairs necessita ted by 
vandalism. Think about the 
reason it takes the College so 
long to repair your desk light. 
cont to p. 6 col. 1 
UPI Update 
EMBARGO 
Tomorrow morning, th U.r.i . 
Secunty Council I ' ex pected It) 
impose a mandatory . arms 
em bargo agamst South Afnca . 
It will be the first tune in history 
the .N has imposed anclion..~ 
a ga i n s t a member state . 
D iplomatic sources indicate the 
vote will go I5-to-nothi ng ........ 
With the United tates, Britam. 
and F rance voting with Black 
African countries to punish 
South Africa . 
QUIETER 
The Federal A vait ion 
Administration says preliminary 
Concorde tests at New York 
City'S Kennedy Airport show the 
S-S-T to be quietcr than 
indica ted by te ts al D ulles 
Airport in Washi ngton. The 
FAA, however. sa s the tests are 
inconcIusive .... Ba~ed on only 
three takeoffs and landings a t 
JFK. 
PROTEST 
Tens of thousands of workers 
staged strikes and marches in 
I ra"'t today to protest the 
government's new economic 
policies. P rime Minister Begin 
(Beh-gihn) said he will not be 
swayed by what he called the 
" Bo ls hevi k-l ike t o nes" of 
workers who shut down ba nks, 
factories, a nd t rain service to 
demand i mmediate~ compen­
sation for the increased cost of 
living. 
INSURANCE 
Massachusetts Insurance 
Commissioner James Stone 
today said insurance companies 
should not be allowed to pit one 
state against another in setting 
rates and services. . . 
In New Jersey to back 
Governor Bre.ndan Byrne's 
insurance reform efforts ... . S tone 
also accused insurance 
companies of using one set of 
books to apply rate increases 
and another to show their 
stockholders. 
Slone ays the pubiic has a 
right to insurance... .And the 
ideai situation is II "fair market" 
for tbe consumer and a "fair 
return" to companies. 
Bryne's re-election campaign 
paid for Stone's vi it... .WhlCh 
Stone said he took on a vacation 
day. 
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Most of us take delight in learning of a juicy rumor now and then. There is 
some evtl satisfaction which humans share in starting and spreading gossip. 
We enlarge upon what we hear, change it, spice it up, simplify it and 
complicate it. 
Our Jives are not so exciting and adventure-filled that we have no need of 
conjuring up what we want to think and what we want to believe. Thus, we 
mject into our lives and the lives of others little tid-bits of gossip which 
occupy our minds during the mundane periods of of daily routines. Once the 
cycle has been set in motion, there is no stopping the train of thought that 
Tampages through the office, the social group, or, in our case, the student 
population. 
Rumors do have their positive aspects in occupying otherwise unexciting 
moments in our lives, but too often they iclude unfortunate consequences. 
Many rumors are malicious, some are based on half-truths, still others are 
founded upon only fabrication. The victim or victims of the untruthful gossip 
usually have a difficult time in living it down. For these reasons, rumors are 
usually digested with a grain of salt, yet they still do persist. 
My position in The Archway allows me to hear rumors of every possible 
description and magnitude. They range from stories about students, 
student organizations, faculty members to tales about the administration of 
the College. Naturally, if we printed every rumor that was uttered from the 
mouthes of those who contact us, we would be subject to some nasty and 
possibly legitimate actions against our pubHcation. 
We cannot, however, discount every rumor which comes our way. 
Rumors often do contain a grain of truth and in fact, may be nothing but the 
truth. Thus, we treat gossip and rumors as if they might me true; investigate 
them, determine how much is information and how much is nonsense and 
then reject or research them further. Often, we have certain facts about a 
particular individual, but we are unable to tell our readers what it is we know 
due to the fact that we cannot document all of the evidence that we have. 
We may have a few facts, but not enough to make a public accusation. Our 
strength is in fact, without it, we have nothing. 
When you read The Archway and question usas to why we do not publish 
more investigative articles, it is possibly because we have not been able to 
uncover sufficient facts to create a fair, factual story on the matter in 
question. Believe me, I have heard some stories that would curl your hair, 
but we just cannot cOVer ourselves in publishing what might be the case, or 
what might have happened or what scandal may have taken place. 
The Archway is vitally concerned with what is good about Bryant College, 
but we must also be just as concerned for what is wrong. We do not exist to 
be a -goody-goody- newspaper and we are not afraid to publish any 
responsible story which might expose problems in this institution. If we feel 
that such disclosures '3re in the interest of the Bryant community as a whole, 
then it is our respon...ibility to inform them accordingly. 
Our role as -watchdog- will continue to be a thought uppermost in our 
minds, yet we will temper our reactions with the the best interest of the 
students of this College. In this manner, we hope to aid, not deter Bryant in 
its goal to to be a -great- institution. 
Library - For Studying 
or Socializing? 
Dear Editor., 
After arriving at the library at people at the cubicle next to me 
approximately 7:30 I heard a discuss their love life. After 
quiet hum over the whole lower listening to people inconsider­
floor. This quiet hum suddenly ately talk loudly for almost two 
started to increase at a very hours, I left, and the level of talk 
quick rate until the next thing I was still that in which you would 
knew everywhere I turned there hear everywhere but in a normal 
was a group of people talking at library_ Until this year I had 
almost normal level. What found the library a quiet place to 
bothered me the most was that study, but now I wonder whether 
these people talking at almost it is fo r studying or for sitting 
these people talking were not around and socializing. 
even discussing topics that had I hope that the people who are 
anything to do with what they the ones that come to the library 
were studing. People were just to sit and talk with their friends 
sitting around ta lking about the read this letter, and the next time 
normal gossip that you would they feel the urge to talk about 
hear in the pub. nothing getup and go sit. in the 
Now I d on't know ab.out most Rotunda and talk to thei r hearts' 
of t he people that use the library, content- so that the people in 
but I use it to study; and I find it there tudying can get something 
quite irritating lO try to study for done and not be distracted the 
an exam while the group of whole evening. 
LETTEBS 
TO THEFOCUS 
EDITOBIn response to my editorial of 2 weeks ago, I found out a little bit of 
additional information about the crowding situation .. .. Next year all ....------------ ...... 
freshman will be told that they will be in triple. I was a little amazed by this 
fact so I asked why accept so many freshman? The reason behind this is that Christmas Mail 
the school needs to retrain a certain percentage of freshman, sophomore, 
juniors, and seniors. As in all schools you start out with a large freshman Dear Editor,
class and as that particular class advances a certain percentage will drop out 
or transfer. That all makes sense, but we must look toward the individual With Christmas again rapidly 
people who are living in the suite housing these tripled rooms and also the approaching, we at Mili ta ry 
individual students who are housed in the triples not a percentage. Mail areOverseas concerned 
about the many thousands of 
~ What is it like living in a triple? Is it easy to study in your room with two our military persWlnel who will 
other guys or girls? What about sleeping in the room? Do you have enough ·be away from .... homes and 
space in that room to feel like it's yours? Closet space? Desk space? Drawer families during the holiday 
space? How many times did you walk into the bathroom to take a shower season. For many of ' these 
. only to find that it was busy? What was it like when you invited a friend up to young men and women th is will · 
visit you? Quiet and intimate? Do tensions seem to rise sometimes between be the first Christmas away from 
your roommates and your suitemates? How is this energy released? Do you home. 
go out for a walk by yourself,or do you go and have a few beers? Is it more Readers of the Archway canthan just a few beers? Then do you tend to do things which you would help make this holiday season aotherwise regret(Le. vandalism)? 
little less lonely and little more 
enjoyable for many of theseI am obviously asking a whole ton of questions, but I feel that these young people by joining in thequestions need to be asked. My questions are also very leading, but I am not 
collection of Christmas mailthe one who is going to be living in a triple.(I had better not be!) It is you the 
dorm residents that must cope with this problem. You are paying for your sponsored by Military Overseas 
room and you are paying for your right to be educated. Granted, part of this Mail. This is an ideal project for 
education is learning to illteract with other individuals, but the other part is school classes. clubs, and other 
the classroom end! Classroom work involves studying,doing homework groups as well as individuals and 
and that takes basic '"peace and quiet-. Is it really possible to have '"peace families, For more information,
and quiet- in a suite with 6 or 7guys orgirls with different schedules, majors, please send a stamped, self­and studying habits? Okay, so you'll say there is the library, count on the 
addressed envelope to Militarylibrary being just a bit fuIler in future yearsl People whispering to friends 
Overseas Mail, Box 4330,getting up and down to 90 to the bathroom, get a drink of water, ask ~ 
question, get a book ..... You can't teU someone they can't move in their seat! Arlington, Virginia 22204, and 
How will this effect you? mention that you read about 
M.O.M . in the Bryant College 
Archway. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 

Lee Sencer, 

Coordinator 

I \ Military Overseas Mail 
Box 4330 
Arlington, Virginia 22204Saga's Profit!!! 
Dear Editor"l 
Last Wednesday, the G reek 
Editors-in-ChiefLetter Council sponsored a Cindy Rowan Steve SellersBlood Drive for the Bryant 

Community. A week previous to 
 Business Manager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. George Dooley 
the event I confronted . Jack, News Editor ......•......... . •............ J.W. Harrington 
down at Saga, and asked him.to Sports Editor ............................... . .. Jeff Tunis . 
supply donuts and orange juice Advertising Editor .. . ............... • •. Dean Marchessa ult 
for the function. We sat down Entertainment Editor . • ........................ Craig Perry 
and discussed the amount we Photography Editor ... . ..................... Bob Ellsworth 
would need. After my discussion As!!t. Photography Editor .................. Michael Brandt 
he stated that he WOUld, "take Production Manager . ... . ........ . ....... . Mark Van Dyne 
care of us. " Well, that he did_ Assoc. Production M anager . . . ............ Denms O'Conneli 

Friday in my mailbox I Administrative Secretary ...... _..... . ... .. . Maureen Lyons 

received a bill for $54. After 
receiving this bill and feeling it Staff: 

was high, I proceeded to check 
 News: Paul Demers, Linda Hol~erson, Jon Joslow, Ed 
prices off campus. After calling Kasinskas. Donna Lampen. Candy LaBombard, Lynn M acR ae, 
Duncan Donuts and finding Jay Metzger, J a}'lle Morris, Dennis O'Connell. Peter Paulousky, 
they charge 11.59 for a dozen Ian Pierre, Liz Windbiel 
donuts ('1:2.00-Saga), and then 
Sports: J erry Gaynor, Debbie Luciano, C raig Lustig, Mikecontacting C umberland Farms 
Nevins, Dick Pomerantz, Fred Tanguay, Joe Welch, Pat Willaimsand fi nd ing they charge $1.78 

per gallon of orange juice ($3.00­ Entertainment: Debbie Brunner 

Saga); I came to the realization 
 Photographers: Lloyd Beale, Chris Blasko, Tom Carberry, Suethat doing business with Saga Chan, Ann Ciaccio, Bruce Coates, Mano Howard, Jane 
cost me $17.70 more than if I had Lumsden, Sean McNamee, Karen A. Miller. Ken Sorge. Elaine gone off campus. 
Wuertz.This makes it evident to me 

that. Sage is not providing the 
 Production: Karen Berube, Patty Brennen, Ron Bunce, Rob~rt 
services that we as students Jean, Thomas Markoski, Cindy Pelletier, Barbara S t rain, 
expect from them. Not only are Kathy Sweeney 

these prices high for a regular 
 Business: Richard Rose 
event, but when providing 

services for a function that could 
 Phototypsetter Operators: Lynda Babitz, Claire Giovanetti , 
be extremely beneficial to their Carol Grills, Kathi Jurewicz, Susan Neville, Janis Reed 
employees in the near future, It THE ARCHWAY is composed weekly durin, inc.eademic year excluding vacallon. hv lhe 
unclerp.duale siudenil of Bryanl College. The publisher is Bryanl College. This ne"'i'l'Jl'Cr is 
.mllen and ediled enlirely by a .Iudenl staff and no form ofcensorship al all is exerted on·lhe 
shows to me that they are only in 
business to make money. 
eonlenl. or slyIe of any issue. The lIe_ and opinionsexpresscd in Ihis publicalion are I hose ofI th1nk it is time the students Ihe . sludenls and may nOI necessarily . refleci Ihe omcial views of Ihe 'acuhy ' and 
admininSlralion of Bryanl College. THE ARCHWAY is prinled by Sallus Preu. 24 JCl lma 
Road. WorcestCf, Ma"'llchusel :s 01604. by offsel. 
got together and looked into 
finding a company that is in 
business to please their clients Copy considered objeclionabie by lhe Edilorial Board will nOI be accepled. Anouncements 
dnd news rele ..es from lht College and surrounding comunily are printed althe d iscrelion of
and not their board of directors. Ihe Edilor in Chief. 
Sincerely. Orli.es are locakd un the third I1nor. east "'mg oHhe Un;,lIUCIIITC Mailingaddress IS COX 37, 
Bry""t Co llege. Smllhfield. R hode/sland 02917. Office phon.. is (4() I) 231-1200. eXlension 311 
and ~IJ . 
Michael H. Sullivan 
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Policy for letters Student Senate 
.
. to the Editor r 
ALL Letters to the Editor 
MUST be signed before they will 
be considered for inclusion in a 
given issue. The letters should 
also be dated, and we prefer the 
original of the letter rather than 
a copy. 
Those persons not wishing to 
have their names appear in print, 
but who still desire to have their 
Letter to the Editor published, 
will be accommodated in the 
following manner: 
I) The Letter should be 
• original form, si~ed and dated 
as stated above. 
2) The Editor-In-Chief will 
2) The Editor-In-Chief will 
keep a record of the Letter and 
the person or persons whose 
names are signed to it. These 
names will be given to any party 
who proves to the Editor-In­
Chief that he/she has a 
legitimate interest in the matter 
presented by the Letter to the 
Editor. 
3) The names signed to a given 
Letter to the Editor will no be 
divulged under any other 
circumstances. 
4) Those submitting Letters to 
the Editor may be asked for 
identification, if warranted . 
Persons not having any 
objection to having their name 
published will have their name(s) 
printed in conjunction with their 
Letter to the Editor. 
Rivalry and Hostility 

Dear 	Editor ~ 
My roommates and I were 
trying to figure out what was 
different at Bryant this semester. 
We came to the conclusion that 
there is a lot of rivalry and 
hostility among students. This is 
not only evident in social 
activities, but also intramural 
spons. People are so involved in 
their own group of friends, they 
become narrow-minded about 
other's ideas and op.inions. 
This is illustrated best with 
intramural sports. What started 
out as fu n among fellow students 
has turned out to be hate. 
For example, if a person from 
"A" team is unliked by someone 
from "B" team, the whole "B" 
team hates the "A" team. 
People are not really gaining 
team spirit if there is hate in the 
air. Whatever happened to good 
oid-fashioned sportsmanship? If 
the referee makes a call-it 
stands-no hassles. If someone 
gets overly rough, ignore them-­
turn your c;heek--if necessary, 
chuck a moon. 
Bryant is a sport competitive 
community. I thought colleges 
were academically competitive? 
Why not try and get some 
sportsmanship and fun back into 
Bryant. 
This may only be a few 
people's opinions, but if you 
reflect on it, you may find some 
truth. So instead of saying you 
don't like a person, why not get 
to know them first. 
Signed, 

Maggie Day 

Beth Downing 

Laura Grischuk 

Thank • You 

D ear 	Editor~ 
I would like to thank the dropped in to say hello. .... 
Brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi for I look forward to working 
hosting an Open House for me with TEP as fraternal advisor 
Friday, October 28, 1977. and extend my best wishes for a 
Unfortunately, due to illness, I successful year for all Greek 
was not able to greet all of the organizations on campus. 
many fraternity and sorority Jerry J. Ramos
members and their advisors who Housing Coordinator 
Think Twice Dear 	Editor~ 
Charles Mandeville, for the 
people who aren't aware, is the 
trainer for Bryant College Men's 
a nd Women's Varsity sports. His 
duties include treating injuries 
and attending all home games in 
case of injury. Mr. Mandevill 
came to Bryant in tbe fall of 
1976. Since that time he has 
fulfilled his obligations to the 
Varsity teams and has gone over 
and a bove those obligations. His 
scheduled hours are from 3:00 to ' 
6:00 Monday thru Friday. On 
countless occasions Mr. 
Mandeville has treated the 
athlete before 3:00 and after 
6:00. 
• 
In my opinion a trainer here at 
Bryant should be fuJI time. Ifyou 
include intramurals, which are 
year-round and varsity sports, 
there is a lot of room for injury . 
Ifa trainer is only here from 3.00 
to 6:00, he can't possibly take 
program would be a great asset 
to the students who take part. 
I feel that this idea has been 
overlooked by the administra­
tion. Not only myself, but most 
other people involved feel that 
Mr. . Mandeville would be 
a welcome addition to the staff at 
Bryant College. I hope this letter 
calls to the attention of the 
administration, that a fu ll-time 
trainer is needed. 
Sincerely, 
Pablo Harris 
Delta Omega 
The Delta Omego Profes­
sional Society will be holding it s 
second Dinner-Speaker Event of 
the year on Tuesday, December 
6, 1977. Tickets go on sale in the 
Rotunda on Tuesday, Novem­
Kathy Pechulis 

Kathy comes from Whitins­
ville, Mass. and is a Senior Law 
Enforcement major. Presently, 
she is working as an intern on 
Youth Service as a counselor. 
really enJoys thiS work and 
hopes to become a Juvenile 
Probation Officer in the future. 
As the official "secretary to 
the secretary", Kathy's job on 
the Student Senate includes 
taking the minutes from the 
meetings, handling some 
correspondence and typing 
handouts for the Senate 
meetings. She likes her job on 
the Senate and says, '~being the 
Secretary, I get to meet a lot of 
people and I always know what 
is going on." Although Kathy is 
not a voting member, her paid 
position is very rewarding. 
Kathy sees the Senate moving 
"in a positive direction" and says 
with the good leadership the 
Senate has today, "things will be 
improving in the future." 
Some of Kathy's other 
activities include being a 
member of the Non-Academic 
Grievance (College) Committee, 
and Secretary for the Student 
Programming Board. 
As Treasurer of Sigma Iota 
Beta, · Kathy says "I feel 
Sororities and Fraternities aren't 
for everybody and the decision 
lies with the individual. Others 
may not see what I saw." She 
also plays on Sorority teams in 
intramural Volleyball, Basket­
ball and Softball. 
Kathy enjoys Bryant College 
and says that because the school 
is small, she has had the 
opportunity to know a lot of 
people. 
Ways and Means 

I. Purpose 
A. This committee will handle 
all financial requests from 
registered groups on campus. 
B. They will present a 
proposed budget to the Senate 
after the election of new 
legislative members. 
II. Membership 
8 members-7 regular voting 
members 
I-President of the Senate 
(non-voting) 
I-Trea urer of the Senate 
6-Student Senate Senators 
designated by the Executive 
Council of the Senate 
III. Meetings 
Meetings shall be held on a 
specific time, day, and location 
RSJB 

Jerry Ramos, Housing 
Coordinator, acts as a resource 
person for the Board. With the 
demise of the Resident Student 
Advisory Group last year, the 
only remaining organization 
representing Residence Hall 
Students is the Resident Student 
Judicial Board . In addition to 
dispensing peer justice, the 
Board has responsibilities of 
reviewing rules and regulations, 
and participating in the 
development of the RA selection 
process. It will also offer advice 
on the new dorm, the 
construction of which has 
received final approval by the 
Board of Trustees. 
The Resident Student Judicial 
Board has the responsibility of 
dispensing peer justice in 
working ~ut offenses committed 
in and around the residence 
halls. Its jurisdiction is limited to 
those cases which are not apt to 
result in suspension or 
determined by the Ways and 
Means Committee. The meeting 
day should not be changed 
during the semester and 
publicized in the school 
newspaper. 
IV. Request Procedure 
A. All requests originate at the 
PreSident of the Student Senate. 
B. The Senate budget reque t 
procedure must be followed. 
C. At least one week's notice 
must be given to the Senate and 
Ways & Means Committee 
before voting. 
D. Copies of request and 
additional information must be 
available to the Student Senate 
and Ways & Means Committee. 
V. Voting 
A. A majority vote is required 
Price Is 

Right 

' . 
Dear Students: 
Many of you are wondering 
why the Rhode Island Hospital 
Trust charges students to cash a 
check. The greater number of 
Bryant students who cash checks 
already have an account at the 
bank. Therefore, the twenty-five 
cent charge for a check is only 
paid by a small number of 
students who db not have any 
type of an account with the 
bank. The money is only being 
used to process the checks. The 
Rhode Island Hospital TnlSt, 
contrary to public belief, does 
not make a profit on the services 
it provides for Bryant students. 
Banks make most of their profits 
form lending money (loans), a nd 
since Hospital Trust has not 
made a substantial number of 
loans, it has not made any 
money. In addition to this, the 
bank pays a high rental fee for 
the space it occupies. The bank is 
here to provide a service at the 
lowest possible cost to the 
Bryant community. 
Sincerely, 
The Student Senate 
for passing of a motion. 
B. Appeals should be made 
through the President of the 
Student Senate. 
C. The Senate by a 213rds vote 
can override a Ways & Mean 
Committee decision. This will 
force the req uest back to Way & 
Means for further consideration. 
D. If any member of this 
committee IS a member of th=-"'~---:-::­
requesting group, then hI!/ she 
must abstain from voting on that 
request . 
E. Voting by the Senate 
President shall be for making a 
tie only. 
ISO To Hold Free Cheese 

And Wine Party 

By Nabil Girgis 
All Bryant students will be 
happy to note that the 
International Student Organ­
ization (ISO) is planning a free 
cheese and wine party in Room 
C-3S1 Thursday, November 
10th, at 12:00 noon. If you are 
interested in international 
affairs, and in meeting foreign 
students and learning about 
their countries, come and join 
us. 
The International Student 
Organization had a meeting last 
Tuesday. It was attended by 
many foreign and American 
students, who showed great 
interest in expanding the 
activities of the organization. 
Besides the American members, 
there were participants from 
countries like Greece, India. 
Sudan, Liberia, Iran, Domin­
ican Republic and Venezuela. 
recommendation to Peter 
Barlow, Director of Residence 
The ISO wishes to thank Dr. 
Camp for coming to the meeting 
and giving a very interesting and 
informative presentation on 
American foreign policy. 
For further information. 
check with Henry Doorley and 
Nabil Girgis, or with Dr. 
Lebovitz in the Graduate Office . 
ARCHW	A Y TAKES TO 
THE AIR 
The Archwayeditors to be 
on the air November 9th at 
6:30 p.m. Steve Sellers and 
Cindy Rowan will be at 
WlMF to a nswe r· any 
questions or receive any 
criticisms about the Archway . 
The D.l. will read the 
comment or questions over 
the air and either Steve or 
Cindy will respond appro­
priately_ The telephone 
number of WJMF is 231­
care of everyone, granted he is ber 8, 1977. Look for further expUlsion, although it can offer Life, who customarily accepts 9150. Lis ten next Wednesday 
not expected, or paid , to take details. Hope to see you at the an opinion in those instances. In said recommendations and thus and fi nd out about your 
care of the intramural program. dinner. And remember, "Delta . any event, the Board's actions acts as executor of the Board's colleg<f newspaper.
But, a trainer to help out in this Omega Works For You!" are limited to making an official recommendations. 
- -- - --- ---- -- ---
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. 	 SPB 
S.P.B. Vacancy 

Once again the Student member of the Programming 
Programming Board finds itself Board. Those interested should 
with an open seat amongst its attend our next regu lar meeting 
on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 3:15 inIll..!mbership. This time the 
Room 270, and submit a briefvacancy occurs in the Dorm letter of application to the7,8,9 district. If you are a Chairman of the Board by 
resioent of Kilcup Hall, have Friday, Nov. II. Elections for 
a lot of time that you are willing the poslUon will be held 
to commit, and have a str.ong Monday, Nov. 14 at the SPB 
interest in bringing good meeting. For additional' 
entertainment to Bryant, information, please see Chris 
seriously consider becoming a VanLuling in the Senate office. 
Stage Crew 

In light of recent difficulties 6. Take down stage and return 
encountered by the SPB in to storage area in the Center. 
presenting several programs in The hours involved will range 
the Student Center, the Board from 2-10 hours per week. 
has decided to organize a stage (Usually 2 hours-times 7-8 p.m. 
crew to assist in the production and 1-2 a.m.) The wage scale will 
of future shows. The Job be 2.05/ hour, Classification I. 
Description for a member of the Students interested should 
STAGE CREW includes: complete the Student Affairs 
Job Application Form whichI. Setup stage on the floor of 
can be obtained in the Studentthe Student Center. 
Affairs Office. Interviews for the 2. Stack chairs and tables on 
positions will begin on Monday,main floor before performance 
Nov. 14, and will conclude on in the Center. (applies to Mixers 
Thursday, Nov. 17. Sign up foronly) 
an interview period when3. Assist performers in placing 
returning the application. Forequipment on stage. further 'information, please4. Clean all tables and chairs 
contact any member of thefollowing a performance in the Programming Board, GerriCenter. Hura in the Student Affairs5. Stack chairs after the Office, or Chris VanLuling in the performance, up and down Senate Office. 
stairs. 
Law Enforcement News 
'I 
In the previous meeting held The Association has also been 
on Tuesday, the first. the L. E. granted a tour of the 
Association oled to invite the Connecticut State and 
onnecticut State Arson Squad Municipal Police Academny in 
to the college. This would Meriden, Conn. All those who 
mclude a demonst ration and a signed up should meet in the 
Question and answer period. The fron t circle of the scoool at 7:45 
tenta t ive da te for this is a.m. on Tuesday, November 8. 
Uecember 13. The Association is The next meet ing of the L.E. 
looking into the possibilities of Association will be on Tuesday, 
hnth hav ing a tour of the November 15, at 3:15 p.m. in 
R.I . Police Department and 
. -
room 26 1. All interested 
sponsoring Donkey Basketball. students are welcome to attend. 
The LibraryJS 	 ~ 

Route 7 Smithfield 
---presents--­
Every Monday Nite--9:00P.M. 
. 
Joll 
WITH I 
TONY GIORGIANNI 

AND HIS 15 PEICE 
JAZ Z 0 D Y SSEY a 	 Ji . 

Preregistering For Evening Courses 

It's that time again. Time to classes for the fall and spring forty students ha ve oecil 
put together next semester's semesters are reserved for day registered for a class. It doe not 
schedule. "How co me the students. That leaves thirty-five matter if there are empty seats, if 
evening course I want or need is for evening students. After some registrants don't show up 
closed out? I can't plan a work preregistration is finis hed, any of or if an instructor says more than 
schedule, practice schedule,etc., the five seats not filled are forty is all right. The waiting Jist 
etc. I can't get a course 1 need to returned to the evening school is begun. Students are put on the 
graduate." file . waiting list on a fi rst come, fi rst 
While this is the !>ame old For a period of one month served basis. It matters not 
refrain my staff and I hear every before classes begin, a regular whether they are day school Or 
semester, there are some good registration process is conducted evening school, need the course 
reasons behind our scheduling for the evening students. Mail or not, or who you are. 
policies. Since some courses registration ends ten days before If you are not one of the first 
and ! or instructors !ire popular, classes begin. At that time, five next week, beginning 
some evening classes would fill evening classes are open to all January 23 you can call, write or 
with all day students if there students. For the spring classes, come in to get into any evenin 
were no restrictions. This would that will be January 23. course of your choice that i 
be totally unfair to the evening The waiting list begins when open. If YOli wri te, please give us 
students. They, too, have the class fills. It gives one an your name, file number, course 
scheduling problems, work equally fair opportunity at a 	 number, course title. If you are 
in, we wIll conhrm it in writing.problems, car pooling situations filled course. Believe it or not, it 
Be sure to stipulate whether toand other outside commit­ works and works well. 
tments. If an evening class fills, we use your home or school address 
The situation'is simple. The conduct a waiting list process. and please state it. 
first five seats in all evening Evening classes are filled when HAPPY HUNTING! 
Scholarship Winners Meet Pres. O'Hara 
President William T. O'Hara disadvantage, since they were The consensus seemed to be 
met with the first group of unable to take full advantage of that Bryant was an institution of 
Presidential Scholars at a extra-curricular opportunities. high Quality and that its leaders 
luncheon held in their honor in The Scholars were expecially were concerned about students 
the "Fishbowl" on Onctober 27, pleased with the size of the and interested in improving the 
1977. Selected because of their classes at Bryant and the college programs. 
outstanding academic records in approachability of many of their President O'Hara congrat­
high school, the recipients are instructors. They felt that ulated ~he students on their 
members of the Bryant fres hman English and Math, in particular, achievements and wished them 
class and come from New York, were not as challenging as was success in their academic 
Vermont, Connecticut, and expected, and in some cases careers. Presidential Scholars 
Rhode Island. seemed to review high school include: Nilda Andrade, Mike 
The occasion was arranged by material. T he academic Farrar, Franz Fol?, Jeff 
the Chairman of the Presidential differences between high school Ferrante, Candice LaBombard, 
Scholarship C o mmittee, and college were not as great as Susan Perry, Neil Reardon, 
Professor James R. Estey, who the students had been led to Janet Ruthowsky, Chr is 
presided at the luncheon. The believe, and thus they found it Wiswall, and Kevin Burk, the 
main feature of thi event was a easy to adjust to the college-level reCIpient of the Smithfield 
dialogue between President work. Scholarship. 
O'H ara and t he scholars 
concerning their experiences so 
far at Bryant. 
Each ofthe students expressed Graduate School 
pride and pleasure in being 
named a Presidential Scholar, By Dean Lebovitz 
and aU were enthusiastic about Fall Semester 1977 Enrollment - by the Dean of the Graduate 
college life. T hey all agreed that A New High School. 
the size of the college and the 
generally friendly climate made Graduate Student Association ­The enrollment for graduate
it easy for t hem to meet people 	 Being Formedstudents hit a new high this fall. 
and make new friends. The Seven hundred seventy-eight Graduate students who have 
students were also impressed (778) students registered in been interested in the new 
with the suite system in th, graduate programs at Bryant Graduate Student Association 
dorms and the freedom of dorm this fall in contrast to 657 for have held several meetings and living. Commuters felt that not Fall 1976. Graduate students are are actively recruiting mem bers. living on campus was a taking classes not only on They hope t o have an 
campus, but also at Raytheon in organization and a program
'Marketing Club Portsmouth, at BIF in West ready in the near future. 
Warwick, and at Navy in Graduate students who are 
Newport. interested are asked to contactNews Nick Stamboulieh or Helena Spring Semester 1978 • Getting Friedmann, orto leave their The cocktail party has been Ready 
names with the Graduate Office.rescheduled for Monday 
Graduate students have justevening, November 21. The Graduate Alumni - News 
completed their preregistration party will give students a chance 
for the Spring 1978 Semester. John Mahon MBA '76 andto meet several dignitaries 
Already instructors have been John Swearingen MBA~74 haveinvolved in different aspects of 
the marketing field. The club tentatively assigned and been admitted to the DBA 
Hostonhas planned two other activities textbooks are being ordered . Program at Umversity 
Final paid registration for and Bill Golas MBA '77 to thefor the month of December: 
Spring will take place during the doctoral prograrp at thetours of the A. T. Cross 
first two weeks of December. University of SouthernCompany and Hasbro Indus­
California at Los ·Angeles. Timtries. 	 Graduate Council - Inaugurated Carey MBA '77 has beenTHE NEXT MARKETING 
The new Graduate Council admitted to Notre Dame Law CLUB MEETING WILL BE 
that had been elected by the School. Louis Motta Maia has H&LD ON TUE S DAY, 
graduate faculty held its first been employed by Cynamid NOVEMBER 8 in ROOM 252 
meeting on Thursday, October America in preparation for anat 3: 15. All interested Students 
20th. The new Council replaces assignment in Brazil. Debo 
are invited to any. ofthe meetings 
the previous Graduate Adewinmbi MBA '77 and Chri 
Academic Review Committee. Akinmolayan MBA '77 are back ­
The Council members comprise in Nigeria. Jack Rabipour MBA'i1"i·Jj: ~ professors Fillipelli, Gould, '77 is working for Chemikar in 
Perlow, and Wood. It is headed Iran. 
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The Budweiser College All-Stars THE ARCHWAY 

good academic standing as 	 in total disqualification of theTEAM QUALIFICATIONS 
defined by their university. 	 team involved for all 
Budweiser College Super Stars ARCHIVES
"J . Each member of a team must ALTERNATES events.be an active, full time college Real Stuff From The Past. .. 
student. 	 An alternate may only be used DATES 'i
2. Each team member must be when one of the original team 
same, members is not able to compete . Competition will be held on __~11/5/72--------------------------from the wholesaler­ Thursday, November 10th, and 
registered school. 	 due to an injury. This injury Friday, November 11th. Sign-up3. Team members can not be on must be certified by the judges. days are Thursday, November 
1==_$an atletic scholarship of any The use of an alternate must be . With U'e g£ff:i~r!E~~, ID,d everyone 

kind or have ever participated approved by the judges prior to 3rd, Friday, November 4th, and iosh.g theil' hcad,;, it 's nice to know that we :tt Bry.mt ~re 
Tuesday, November 8th, in the 
_
 
in a varsity sport at any the start of the event. Under no kecpi.g ours. i 'm :-e~ping r:1 inc in cold storage in an <! :i(:mpt
5====== 	 ~ Rotunda. Winners will be 
university. 	 conditions is a team able to to kLep it from bc iling over. For th~ pa!lt five wc::: ~s I have = 
announced at the Personality4. A team must consist of six rotate players between active 	 attended five Selu\te meeLin~s ; ~nd for the pa~t five wcc·ks IWeekend Mixer held on Friday.individuals (four males and team members and alternate 	 have left e:\ch Sen. te rr.ecting with a fantastic hC<l.d . ere, lost 
=_No':embe 11th.team members. Once antwo females) and two 	 ~==_ :t!ld b.::wild(:i·cd. F or some ~.ml nown rC:lson, th~ ~:cnnteThis is an opportunity for a
alternates (one male and one alternate is put into the 	 n:eetin~s alW~iY S end up in confusicn :md cb_os. Theyteam to represent Bryant Collegefemale) from anywhere in the 	 competition, he or she may not 
on the Local, State, ~sual!y start od r~ ! :::ely; but due to .~c:nc hTesisi.E'k c l'iveand
university. 	 be replaced for the duration of === arcong nert~ ' 1 s(:r;at c.:·::; not to !)c outdone by other scn.ltors,Regional levels. Let's make 55. Each team member will sign a the total competion (unless he or Bryant College # 1.liability release form covering she is also injured) be it Local, 	 they be :::ome !It'll-hel1t on the idea of tU!":1iug the second halfi======== . o f each r.l ,.· ~tiIlg intd a fi:tsco . Peop!e sbrt La.!kin b"1 all ~(, . ')!lce,
the entire competition. 	 State, Regional, or National. The Student Senate and the 
sho ·....in~ no :'CSl)Cct -;;0 whoc'l~r hz.s the noor ; ~!!d b~liu ::-.tc,6. Team members must be in Violation of this rule will result Student Programming Board 
a chorus of C:!COP:10:1Y . I loo:~ f01'w:!rd to these I)(nate 
_ n: c!:' ~h~:;s :lot b·:!caus ~ I'm a... :Iltcrested student, but t.eeau cWJMF Concert Report i of the jc:icy "d:scu5sions" .vruch follow the adjournl'll ':'!lI t of 
By Lee-Ann Kenney ~ c:ach meeting. 
'30 ~ I am di~J"1 ;;t d , rith thc lack of YE:. 9cct <~nd eOI;'l:'10nAt the Paradise Theatre in At the Providence Civic Benson on November 12 at.7 =. h" . d' 1 ~ h . p.m., at Shapiro Gymnasium, § c..c:~ncy w. len IS lsp.C!ye ..l at t es..: meetm~s . ! dO'lut h~tBoston.. . 	 Center on November 9 and 10, 
. . . . =O'Vel" .. .,,.11 C", ' tor .. ce" " ,· f R"h ·····t·s n "l'~' 0 " 0 ' ·1, . 'yiT-November 4 and 5...Mink its Earth Wind & Fire, with Brandeis Uni ve r sity In = o · b " ..., .. v -'.. ... :,_. v_ _ ... 0.;", • • ~:. ... .\...;•••• = 
, :: J-,,'p 
, 
b C"" (\ I ··
--'
.. ,., . t... ' ,
- . \"."::'" .1 " ..1 . 1" .:,. '0nres' ect i\-e"'"Waltham, Mass. 	 5 -"" ...- - -._.. - ~ (.;v, " •• 1"','. )Deville...at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. special guest Denice Williams. 
On November 12 at the 5 	who rc',,' ~:l " ,~l up er_vu:.,i1 to r _,.ct them . This artic:e i.i ."lotNovember 6...Charles Mingus Concert starts at 8:00 p.m. 
and Larry CoryelLat 7:30 and Utopia , featuring Todd Boston Garden and on ~ cLcect.ed to th~ em ile Ser:ate, but r':: Lher to tho!:e few \.ho 
10:30 p.m. 	 Rundgren, will play at Meehan November 15 at th~ Providence §persist in tuming each meeting into a threc.r:ug ciicm . I 
N ov ember 8-10 ... Phoebe Auditorium at Brown University Civic Center, Queen will grace ~ sincereiy hop~ thlit t:1e:fC: w:ll o<.! a bette; show of resp ··d :It 
Snow...one show only at 9:30 in Providence, on November 11 the stage in a concert you don't ~ the next n l: ' ti:tg ~:r.d C~::.t ~v\:ryoue '.'Iill hare ~!)e t!ec(;r.c-y to 
p.m. at 8:00 p.m. want to mi86. Both shows start at 	~ keep their _lCLti.:S )il:u whi:~ so.nr:Olle clse is soe:::<!!!d. .
- ~ ~ N ovember 11-13 .. .Gentle Spend an evening with George cont. 10 p. 14 col. 3 5 Paul Carroll 
Giant.. .one show only at 9:30 
p. m. Big Brothers Expands 	 111/5/78_-------St2.n t ·S- E--..A.SSi --~W-s ct~tJ 
On November 5 at 8:00 p.m., By Dennis Gould E 

Andy Pratt and Phoebe Snow Big Brothers of Rhode Island Big Brothers of Rhode Island, K­I 
, 	 . - ..... -, r-; r1"1 ...... -, I r -
will be appearing at the Leroy Inc. has in tlte past few years Inc. has agn:ed to provide those 	§ I:III:r ~.- ~: .. tP ­
Concert Theatre. become affil iated with various youngsters who are referred by 	5 .J 1.-' I.. .. •. ­
On November 5 at 8:00 p.m., agencies throughout the state to the St. Aloysius Home and ~ 
the south's gonna do it again a provide their services to a greater Harmony Hill School with the § E_ 
the harlie Daniels Band play number of fatherless boys complete servIces offered by E 
the Orpheum, with pecial guests between the ages of 7 and 14. their age~cy-services that have i My position with this paper has clio'Ned .TI2 to§
The Mark Farner Band. Also, Last January, Big Brothers been available to the fatherless 5 b ·, ' . ~ C 11.- - f r - ;~ ... t I- -
Cha rl ie Dan i Is w ill be ffi l' t d 'th the St boy of Rhode Island fo r over 25 eo s.et ve trl:::> O··o:.S.:? rum i"!)C'. Y Vl..::W_~O.n.s.. 
•h3.\Le ii=became a l ia e WI . =. I I • • . 
appearing at the Springfield Aloysius Home for boys in years. These services consist of ~. 2a!"1 .ec. t..~t tr;~:e ;;.!'z ~t:_ 82 SO.Ut~0i15 to C Jer:...'§ 
Civic Center on November 9 at Greenville, R.I. Most recently, recrui~ment of Big ~rother.s, §prcb1z;;" >cne aarh from Tb~ f<;.cu:ty, st ·~.z.-.h, and§
8:00 p.m. , with The Mark Farner Big .Brothe~s has beco me screenmg of .potentla ~ Big §admi-::i::;IratorS. The\' have not' been vlOrl,ip.g§
Band and Sanford & Townsend. assoclated With the Ha~ony BI.·others. matchIng of Bl.g and -_ ,~L _ _ Y , .. 1 I , __= ==
and at the Leroy Concert Hill School in Chepachet~ R.I. Little Brothers, and contmuous 5l0gdl. r) SO each party aHac's p- o.).e:n~5 
Theatre on November 10 at 8:00 The school is a non-profit supervision of all matched pairs §indivicu.31!y--bli:~c to the n~2d.s o~ the entire§ 
p.m. with Sanford & Townsend. cor'pora~ion which provides t~erby providing the b?y with a §cOi.trn nity. §
The Boston Garden invites reSidential and day treatment Big Brother to he~p him along ~ r" !". t-,,~ ' '"'~? '? ~ t \'. ""; i-I. E 
you to spend an evening with programs for emotionally the road to becommg a man. 5 L . sO~le y ~ .... a \ ):1 --:•._ m_n ..cs 0 rex1L.u.. . so~eE 
Chicago, on November 8 at 8:00, d ist u r bed and beha vio r The affiliations with St. E[Jersona! prete:ences m order to create a commt:mtYE 
p.m. 	 disordered children and youth. conI. 10 p . 14 col. 2 §tha4- pleases the rnajority \'Jt:~.e s::nultant'ously~ 
~orkin':J towards a.-: es~abLshsd co.. men Go?L ~ 
~ Tr ?to "i::.nl- :>ctv in.. he s'O'.-:........no c;- '75 a. " J> _ -'{ wa-§=wh;;o b~ _.s .- -- 4 "l ... 	 _ ~Movie Review ~ttributec to (a'!'rtons ~!.Je ) to the leek of§ 
~d:-ninic: trati\!.z !.2cdership. Each member v.'i~! 1: n our§ 
<J7 nnlt iUIl 71rnr • r ~nndhar ~ociety p~rcei'Jed ths metr:o? of ~t!a~nin? "EdL!cation~ 
~ 4' ~J ~" • itor Busmess Lecd~rshlp OIf~erenny. It was§ 

This is a very sad movie. It as long as he wa'nts to sleep with His second goal is to show all ~eco; . .iz2d a t that~::-:.z the.:' we ne~~2d to n: ;: ~ g~r our§ 

unravels the tale of a school her. Basically, the men she picks the smut of our so-called "better ~bj2ctive3 in !J;-d .~r t:) ~e.?ch cur CclL:Cational (IO::!:S. ~ 

teacher with a repressed up are junkies, faggots, and the way of life". He us¢s her to show 5 \ ''J ' h I d ' '11 1 ' ~: .h' :: 

"losers of life". All seem to feel the most sinful and decaying 5 /" e nave s uc! a ea 2 r wno Wl accomp' Sh t l 1 i§Catholic background who 

spends her evenings picking up macho except for her shallow, partoflife-masochisticfemale ~mergBr.' A !3t"vyer by t!'"aae, Dr. O'Hara pos~~esse.-§ 

men in b~rs. Finally, one night sticky-sweet boyfriend, who is .sexuality. We leave the movie §the uniq'ue abil!t:; t t ) listen--ta all sides--and to make§ 

she picks up her last man. Her just plain w~ird. Played by with a certain emptiness towards ~eci~ : ....Y"s b" "' r, ..l ! • po'"" fact·- no+ UD~!.1 '~ : ::> "SQnaI5 

h 
William Acherton, he is a social life. We are forced to see the cold:: , _ " - c.l~_u u . • 	 ( .:>, • • • • v~ 1 ibed partner murders her in cold V' 
blool in her very own bed. . worker whom she never gets to and theshaltow part oflifewhich §pre;8rer,ce. 5 
sleep with. (Strange, because she we so often hide from even ~ Vie v.;:: ~ 5:--.c! through this decision-mcl{ino crocess§
The story is based on a novel is like a Canadian mountie - she ourselves. .. i3 reemergencE of a n2Wpositive "aura of ha;~lonity:'§by Judith Rossner, who always gets her man). In their Should you see the movIe? It IS 5 ' t ' " h thO t' 't th . 	I I d d 't h ' ::patterned the story after a only attempt in bed, he (let's put a matter of opinion. I do not 5:' IS VJ1!. - ,.IS r:Q!..!.gll_ l .cI conc_u e mye l Qrs. lP'5 
newspaper account she had read it this w~y) embarasses himself recommend it, but it does show § I \'!);sh my pri2decessor wel!. i-':!e, too, wi!l be Gble t{)§
Unfortunately for our young and she laughs at him. Oh well, that slice of life ,:"here ~od~y's ~n.:oy t: h~ c rl:::i ~ nge3 and responsibil:ties thc!t are~ 
schoolteacher (played by Diane so much for Billy. free lov~ and parties are taking ~ncorporatE.d ': '?hin .he positiGn. §Keaton) she had a tragic bout Now, you may be asking, what us. Is thls(he Tide we want out of = 1- ,. f h h}, ' ­l 
with polio as a child. This has left does all this rambling mean? I life's giant airplane? If you feelS 0 c.!lc_t! .ose \~J..O l.eV2 S[10wn smcere concern to§ 

her with a fear of having children feel that Richard Brook, the that everything is okay and this §8ryanfs well-...,eing, I offer my sincerest a pprE:ciation§ 

IJ since her strain of polio is director, tried to create her as a life is full of the flower~ and the §and gratitude for their support. r ~ L § 

genetically inherited. person who is missing trees, then see the movie. If you == 	 :: 
Her sex drive is so high that it something. She is beautiful know about the pollenation and § . ;. "if § 
almost gets disgusting. She has physically, although she has her the turning of the leaves, then 5 ;d), J~~" 5 
very little concern for who her doubts, but lacks any depth in save the movie - you already can 5 : i 5
-	 . = partner is or what he looks like human relations. 	 see the forest for the trees. ~'IUIUIHtIHIIH""'lIlIHmIlHIIIHIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHlHlllRIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIII"1IIIIH1-.i 
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Kappa Delta Kappa 
Congratulations to the Greeks 
who won the Most Improved 
and Spirit Awards. AI 0 we wish 
the be t of luck and success to 
. KT. APK, and BETA on their 
upcoming Personality Weekend . 
The lOisters enjoyed working at 
the March of Dimes Haunted 
House which was quite 
profita ble. 
Our Happy 'Hour was a 
success, and we hope all had a 
good timejust as we did. Hope to 
see all of you again at our next 
Happy Hour. 
The Sisters of 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Beta Sigma Chi 
The brothers of Beta Sigma 
Chi would like to extend an 
invitation to a ll to participate in 
our Mr. & Miss Personality 
Weekend. It will run from 
Wednesday, November 9 to 
Saturday, November 12. On 
Wednesday , there will be 
entertainment 10 the Pub, 
Thursday will be the Mr. & Miss 
Per.sonallty judging, Friday a 
mixer in the Pub, and Saturday 
will be the Coronation Ball. 
Please watch for the sign in the 
Rotunda. Hope to see everyone 
there. 
The brot hers would like to 
cant. to p. /3, col. I 
Kappa Tau 
The brothers of Kappa Tau 
would like to invite everyone to 
Personality Weekend, sponsor­
ed by Kappa Tau, Beta Sigma 
Chi, and Alpha Phi Kappa. On 
Wednesday, November 9, a two­
piece jazz band will perform in 
the Pub. On Thursday, the 
Personality judging will take 
place in the auditorium. There 
will be a mixer Friday followed 
by the Coronation Ball Saturday 
evening. We hope to see all of 
you there. 
On the sports scene, we 
currenily hold f11st place in 
bowling. With volleyball season 
starting, we look forward to a 
fine season. 
The brothers would like to 
congratulate the winners of the 
top Greek awards for APK, Phi 
Sig, and BSO. 
The Brothers of Kappa Tau 
Tau Epsilon Phi 
We would like to thank all the 
Fraternities, Sororities and 
advisors who attended our "Get 
Acquainted" party for Jerry last 
Friday. Due to illness Jerry was 
unable to attend, but he also 
extends his appreciation to those 
who did attend. 
In sports, our bowling teams 
are beginning to make their 
move. Our A team went 3-1 last 
week and have a chance to win 
three more this week. Our B 
team finally cracked the win 
conI. 1(1 p.13. col. 2 
Kappa Tau 
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Sigma Iota Xi 
We would like to thank the 
Brothers of TE for a really good 
time at our "get together" last 
Sunday. 
Our Halloween Happy Hour 
was excellent; the costumes were 
just great, and we'd like to thank 
everyone who came and helped 
make it so much fun. Speaking 
of Halloween. we all went to the 
annual March of Dimes 
Haunted House on Saturday, 
and did our fair share of 
"spooking." It was alot of fun 
and quite an experience! 
Our A team in volleyball put 
up a super match against Rio 
Grande. Great job. girls! 
Thanks, Dan, for retrieving our 
volleyball; maybe we'll get to use 
it next season! We'd also like to 
thank aJ1 of our supporters at the 
game. It was a tremendous 
boost! 
Good luck to APK, KT and 
BETA on your upcoming 
"Personality Weekend." And, an 
extra special Good Luck from all 
the Sisters to our candidates, 
Cheryl and Steve. 
Alpha Phi Kappa 
The sisters of Alpha Phi 
Kappa for the consecutive 
(sic)year have won the College 
Spirit Award for outstanding 
s~ority. We would like to 
congratulate the Brothers of Phi 
Sigma Nu on tbeir achievement 
as outstanding fraternity. 
We would like to thank Tom 
Coppinger, our volleyball coach, 
for helping us achieve our third­
place title in the school 
intramural program. 
cant. to p.13. col. I 
Delta Sigma Phi 
The brothers of Delta Sigma 
Phi would like to wish KT, Beta 
and APK the best of luck on 
their weekend. Good luck to 
Pugsley and Marie, and also to 
Stevie and Cheryl. 
Weare proud to announce 
that our pumpkin placed second 
in the pumpkin contest. 
In sports the football team 
recently defeated Phi Ep 6-0 with 
a Tom Hurley to Jeff Scheinder 
touch down pass. Delta Sig is 
fielding five volleyball teams this 
season, each one a potential 
champion. 
The next Happy Hour will be 
Nov. 18 at 3: I5. Dorm 3, fourth 
floor. Stop up and join the fun. 
The Brothers ofDelta~igma Phi 
Siglla Lallbda Theta 

Phi Epsilon Pi 
brothers of Phi-Ep 
our 
Alpha Phi 
Nu for 
winning the 1977 College Spirit 
Awards. 
We would also like to thank 
all freshmen and independents 
who went with us to help out at 
the March of Dimes Haunted 
House. It was a great time and 
very rewarding knowing that we 
were working for a charity such 
as the M arch of Dimes. 
With Personality Weekend on 
the horizon, we would like to 
tak::: this chance to wish APK, 
KT, and BEX a very sucessful 
weekend. We will be putting 
our best effort forth in the 
judging with Ray "Shiney" 
Shideler as our candidate. Good 
luck, Ray! 
Bu t , before we get to 
Personality Weekend we must 
cont. to p. H. col.3 
Phi Sigma Nu 
The brothers of Phi Sigma Nu 
are proud to announce that last 
Tuesday night at the Greek 
Letter Council meeting, Phi 
Sigma Nu was presented this 
year's Spirit Award, represen­
tative of the outstanding 
fraternity on the Bryant campus. 
Congratulations are extended to 
all of the brothers along with Phi 
Ep and TE, who placed second 
and third respectively. 
On October 25 the Phi Sig 
football team earned its fourth 
victory of the season against no 
losses. a 79-yard touchdown 
cant. 10 p. 13. col. 3 
Beta Sigma Omicron 
The sisters of BSO would like 
to congratulate all the winners of 
the Spirit Awards. We are proud 
to say that we received an award 
for "Most Improved Sorority" 
for 1977. Thanks for your 
support! 
On Monday, Oct,. 24 BSO 
participated in a Haunted House 
in Cranston, Rh"de Island, 
sponsored by the March of 
Dimes. What an experience for 
everyone'! Then on Saturday, 
Oct. 29, we had a pre-mixer 
costume Happy Hour featuring 
our favorite "VooDoo Juice." 
We would like to thank those 
who came and also those who 
dressed as poolballs ~ith us. 
cant. to p . 13. col. 2 
Sigma Lambda Theta 
The sisters of Sigma Lambda 
Theta would like to thank all 
who supported us in our 
stat ionery selling. It was a 
success! We should receive the 
stationery in four to six weeks, 
so it will be delivered by 
Christmas vacation. 
A special thanks goes to our 
Volleyball coach--Karl "Bosley" 
Boisvert for an excellent job. 
Congratulations Angels in a 7-2 
season. It was lots of fun . 
Theta's Annual Tea will be 
coming up soon. so l -eep alert for 
the details. 
Tau Epsilon 
The brothers of Tau Epsilon 
would like to congratula te Phi 
Sigma Nu and Alpha Phi Kappa 
for winning the College Spirit 
Award. 
We would like to thank all 
who attended our Happy Hour 
and Parties. AIl are welcome to 
any upcoming Happy Hours and 
Parties. We are having our 
annual hay ride on Nov. 18. All 
who are interested, please get in 
touch with a Brother. 
In the past two weeks we have 
won two more football games. 
Our biggest victory came when 
Bill McMahon ran a sweep 65 
yards for a touch down against 
TK E. This was the first time that 
we have beaten TKE in seven 
years. We also beat Phi-Ep 8-0. 
Our bowling team is having a 
little trouble getting going, but 
we forsee a change in the future. 
. We would like to thank all who 
came out and supported us. 
Green Bay and Giants No. I. 
Sigma Iota· Beta 
The sisters of SIB would like 
to congratulate the brothers of 
Phi Sigma Nu and the sisters of 
Alpha Phi Kappa for winning 
the 1977 College Spirit Award. 
Congratulations are also in 
order to Sharon McGarry and 
Sue Krupsky on an excellent 
Parents' Weekend. The Sibbie 
parents had (as usual) a great 
time partying with the kids. 
The Sibbies who were able 
participated in the annual GLC 
blood drive, and later that same 
evening tried to scare the blood 
out of those who visited the 
Haunted House. 
Although the Haunted House 
was a success, no one seemed to 
be as scared as the sisters. 
The sisters would like to 
remind all those who are 
interested in signing up for our 
annual tea to do so. The tea is on 
Sunday, December 4 at the 
Embassey Club. See a sister if 
you wish to sign up. 
We would like to wish our 
candidates, Kathie (Holy) Foley 
and Paul (Eager) Krieger the 
best of luck in the Personality 
judging. 
The Sisters of SIB 
Tau Epsilon 
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Preregistration Nov.. 14 • Nov. 22 

You're sitting in 386. Your As you try to find an English which fits 
preregistration number is 341. You're a into your time slots, why not consider 
classification I. The only courses left open kegs. Kegs of beer, piles high and wide. 
are Personnel Administration with Kegs filled with megagallons of 1. Preregistration will begin on November 14, 1977. In preparing a schedule, 
each student is allowed to select five courses . (Secretarial majorsMcCabe at 8:00 MWF, and Biology as scrumptious golden liquid. Beer to drink, 
and May graduates are allowed six courses.) When the Quality Pointtaught by ..Staff" ... to shoot out of water pistols, to bathe in, Average for tQe current semester has been calculated, a student with a 

There are certain tricks to maintaining to freeze into blocks to build hige igloos 2.50 cumulative average may add a sixth course to the schedule through 

one's sanity as Dick Alberg appears every out of... the Add/Drop form. You are advised to register for a full complement of 

courses . The Add/Drop system is deSigned fot amending schedules, not
few moments to close out your course I'm sorry, I've digressed. No matter how building them. ­
choices, the throng about you jostles for bad things seem, they're bound to get 
positions which afford a view of the better or worse. Remember always this 2. A full-time Bryant College day student has the option of taking ~ 
of his or her courses in the Evening School as available. The selec­schedules, and the minutes tick away up t.o thought; as a philosophy .. of life, it's tion of this course may be accomplished during Preregistration.(and well beyond) the appointed time. different. 
Remember, its not only you they're Take, for instance, the early Megarons. 3. No changes to the Spring Schedule will be permitted until November 30, 1977. 
after; it's all of us. Try to take it in stride, Theirs was a hazardous existence frought please note that December 16 is the final date for making changea on your Spring Semester Schedule. Any changes after December 16 will have to beand don't think about it too much. After a with perils unimaginable to the average made through the Add/Drop form, during the first two weeks of the spring
while, the process of tearing up your Bryantonian or hog caller. Yet, they Semester. 
desired schedule and searching the charts persisted, accepting all challenges that 
4. The order in which students preregister is determined by the Studentto begin from scratch will become almost reality threw in their direction, and today Classification Number (SCN) and the birthdate . Approximately 40-50
mechanical. they are all dead. students will be scheduled at thirty-minute intervals, as indicated 

Then, you will be able to free a corner of Enjoy preregistration, for we walk this below. 

vour mind for more intellectual pursuits. way but 10 times or so. a. Tentative graduates with 87 credits passed may preregister 
with the 7's; check with an academiC advisor as to your 
status.Registration Times 
5. You are invited' to take a seat in Room 386 a few minutes before the 
NOVPMBER 14, MONDAY time indicated for your group . When your Registration Number is 
announced, you will be permitted to preseat your selection of courses 

7-7B, 7L, 7T, 3A 7-7B, 7L, 7T, 3A for assignment. You must have your schedule p1otted'out in advance, 

including alternate selections. 

9:00-9:30 1-41 12: 30-1 : 00 126-164 

a.m. 	 p.lII. 
6. Consult the RANDOM BIRTHDATE LIST to determine your registration9:30-10:00 42-82 1:00-1:30 	 165-205 position (Number). Find your Student Classification Number below for10:00-10:30 83-125 1:30-2:00 	 206-246 the time you are scheduled to preregister.2:00-2:30 247-287 

2:39-3:00 288-328 
 N.B. If you are not in good financial standing with the College, the -' 3:00-3:30 329-366 computer will not allow you to preregister. If you have any 
doubts concerning your financial standing, clarify them with the 
NovmmER 15, TUESDAY Buraar. 
6-6B, 6L, 6T, 2A 	 5-5B, 51, 5T, 1A CODES: Spring Semester Day Courses - 25000, 26000 
a.m. 	 p.m. Evening School Courses - 34000 
9-9:30 1-122 12: 30-1:00 1-36 

9:30-10:00 123-244 1:00-1:30 37-72 
 RmllJ()III Pr"~gi.rtr(ltion N"",kn /Jy Birth D(l/~ 
10:00-10:30 245-366 1:30-2:00 	 73-108 01/01 249 03/02 3542:00-2:30 109-144 	 05/02 271 07/02 127 09/01 123 11/01 29501/02 193 03/03 315 05/03 70 07/03 186 09/02 156 11/02 68 2:30-3:00 145-180 01/03 2 03/04 236 05/ 04 293 07/04 09/03 	 124 208 165 11/033:00-3:30 181-216 01/ 04 108 03/05 223 05/05 332 07 /05 132 09/04 110 11/04 26301105 273 03/06 201 05/06 302 07/06 347 09/05 147 11/05 220NOVEMBER 16, WEDNESDAY 	 01/06 16 05/07 88 07/0703/07 363 	 58 09 /06 23 11/ 06 15801/07 358 03/08 157 05/08 176 07/08 180 09/07 296 11/07 89 

5-5B, 5L, 5T, 1A (continued) Oll08 250 03/09 45 05/09 233 07/09 51 09/08 202 11/08 133 
01/09 21 03/10 338 05/10 102 07/10 39a.m. 	 09/09 128 11/09 34901/10 366 03/n 05/11 53 07 / 11 1829-9 : 30 217-254 	 37 09/ 10 28 11 / 10 7601/11 81 03/12 05/12 46 07/12 	 209: 30-10:00 255-292 	 11 13 09/11 104 11/1101/12 247 03/13 364 05/13 241 07/13 78 09/ 12 317 11/12 ,04-':=10: 00-10:30 293- 330 01/13 237 03/14 209 05/14 190 07 /14 290 	 11/13 26012: 30-1:00 p.m. 331-366-	 09/13 16901/14 137 03/15 153 05/15 80 07/15 139 09/14 61 11 /14 311 4-4B, 4L, 4T 	 3-3B. 3L. 3T 01 /15 274 03/16 05 /16 297 07/16 365 210 	 O9/lS 257 11/lS • 357 p.m. p.m. 01/16 144 03/17 38 05/17 254 07/17 24 09/16 207 11/ 16 188 
1-1:30 1-122 2:30-3:00 1-33 01/17 30 03/18 145 05/18 219 07/18 154 11/ 17 67
09/17

1:30-2:00 123-244 3 : 00-3:30 34-66 01/18 43 03/19 72 05/19 321 07/19 288 
62 
11/ 18 222
09/18 12501/19 9 03/20 155 OS/20 280 07/ 20 3362:00-2:30 245-366 	 09/19 275 n/19 32701/20 32 03/21 OS/21 339 07/21 59231 	 09/20 227 11/20 3501/21 266 03/22 96 OS/22 322 07/22 122 09/21 	 285 11/21 83NOVEMBER 17 , THURSDAY 01/22 19 03/23 178 OS/23 212 07/23 356 	 11/2209/22 99 7301/23 162 03/24 320 OS/24 301 07/24 56 	 11/23 26209/23 44
- 3-3B, 3L 3T (continued) 3-3B, 3L, 3T 	 01/24 82 03/25 5 OS/25 91 07/25 204 09/24 345 11/24 240 
a.m. p.m. 01/25 54 03/26 225 OS/26 116 07/26 115 09/25 184 11/25 161 

9:00-9:30 61-100 12:30-1:00 169-207 01/26 42 03/27 313 OS/27 270 07/27 269 09/26 4 11/26 105
01/27 3249:30-10:00 101-134 1:00-1:30 	 208-241 03/28 41 OS/28 172 07/28 130 09/27 11/27 12 

242-275 01/28 346 03/29 113 OS/29 352 07/29 134 
109 
11/28 256
10:00-10:30 135-168 1:30-2:00 	 09/28 12901/29 248 03/30 272 05/30 217 07/30 1832:00-2:30 276-309 	 09/29 226 11/29 25901/30 304 03/31 05/31 107 07/31 3302:30-3:00 310-343 	 175 09/30 232 11/30 342 01/31 294 04/01 148 06/01 203 08/01 33 10/01 112 12/01 1463:00-3:30 344-366 02/01 131 04/02 340 06/02 353 08/02 75 	 5210/02 93 12/0202/02 138 04/03 245 06/03 114 08/03 350 	 12/03 19210/03 60NOVPMBER 18, FRIDAY 	 02/03 150 04/04 333 06/04 118 08/04 289 10/04 36 12/04 9502/04 246 04/05 06/05 278 08/05100 	 267 10/05 17 12/05 355 
2-2B, 2L, 2T 	 2-2B, 2L, 2T 02/05 252 04/06 160 06/06 173 08/06 126 10/06 344 12/06 307 
a.m. 	 p.m. 02/06 57 04/07 253 06/07 106 08/07 234 10/07 85 ' 12/07 84 02/07 337 04/08 177 06/08 64 08/08 268 	 12/08 949:00-9:30 1-74 12:30-1:00 	 224-298 10/08 10302/08 314 04/09 205 06/09 50 08/09 101 	 12/099:30-10:00 75-149 1:00-1:30 	 299-366 10/09 281 287 02/09 74 04/10 328 06/10 230 08/10 312 10/10 	 221 12/10 30510:00-10: 30 150-223 02/10 152 04/11 198 06/11 277 08/11 49 10/11 12/11 29 02/11 213 04/12 334 06/12 316 08/12 119 10/12 
22 
12/12 140NOV»lBER 18, FRIDAY 	 14102/12 318 04/13 224 06/13 319 08/13 77 	 12/13 27610/13 6502/13 166 04/14 136 06/14 309 08/14 251 10/14 1 12/14 87I, IB, lL, IT,Spec. 	 02/14 j51 04/15 06/15 292 242310 	 08/15 10/15 71 12/15 279 p.m._ 02/15 191 04/16 291 06/16 329 08/16 163 10/16 12/16 187 
1:30-2:00 1-22 02/16 170 04/17 174 06/17 200 08/17 142 79 12/17 15
10/17 1852:00-2:30 23-44 	 02/17 167 04/18 66 06/18 86 08/18 34 12/ 18 34310/18 55 
2:30-3:00 45-66 	 02/18 171 04/19 14 06/19 360 08/19 255 10/19 196 12.'19 218
02/19 284 04/20 189 06/20 258 08/20. 348 10/20 8 12/ 20 206 
02/20 197 06/21
NOVEMBER 21, MONDAY 	 04/21 48 362 08/21 299 10/21 331 12/21 92 02/21 199 04/22 98 06/22 265 08/22 264 	 12/22 14910/22 6902/22 151 04/23 306 06/23 40 08/23 121 	 12/23 159I, 1B, 1L, IT, Spec (continued) 1, 1B, 1L, IT, Spec. 	 02/23 235 04/24 228 06/24 261 08/24 238 10/23 361 10/24 120 - 12/24 111 a.m. 	 p.m•• 02/24 7 04/25 215 06/25 97 08/25 286 10/25 326 12/2~ 1359:00-9:30_ 67-88 12:30-1:00 	 133-154 02/25 47 04/26 239 06/26 27 08/26 341 24310/26 298 12/269:30-10:00 89-110 1:00-1:30 	 155-175 02/26 179 04/27 25 06/27 195 08/27 143 12/27 32510/27 244 
10:00-10:30 111-132 ~:30-2:00 176-196 	 02/27 194 04/28 282 06/28 10 08/28 300 10/28 308 12/28 90
02/28 359 04/29 283 06/29 63 08/29 26
2:00-2:30 197-217 	 10/29 323 12/29 3 02/29 181 04/30 335 06/302:30-3:00 218-238 	 303 08/30 6 10/30 31 12/30 229
• 03/01 168 05/01 216 07/01 211 08/31 214 10/31 117 12/31 18 
NOVEMBER 22, TUESDAY 
I, 1B, 1L, IT, Spec. (continued) I, 1B, 1L, IT, Spec. 
a.m. p.m. 
9:00-9:30 239-260 1:00-1:30 304-324 
9:30-10:00 261-282 1:30-2:00 325-344 
10:00-10:30 283-303 2:00-2:30 345-366 HAVE FUN 
--
A 101 2:5001 SECT ACCT 3 10 MWF 	 3..6 
A 101 2:5002 SECT ACCT 3 10 MWF 	 3 .. 7 F 303 25361 INVESTI1ENTS' 3 Jr . 2 TTH 1 '" PR RAPUANO 355 
A 14 1 25006 FUND ACCOUNT 3 12 MWF 1 H Pi GURRY 3 ..7 F 303 25362 INVESTMENTS 3 Jr. 9 M B TTH PR RAPUANO 3..6 
A 141 2:5007 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 10 TTH 9 W 11 T 	 PR FEROUSON 347 F 35.. 25368 INVEST .RESEARCH 3 F303 1 11 11 TTH PR RAPUANO J53 
PR H • 1A
·A 142 25026 FUND ACCNT. II 3 A141 B I1WF 9 11 REYNOLDS 3~2 253 25382 APPR.OF VIS. ARTS 3 2 ~TH 3 TTH CLEARFIELD 266 
A 142 25027 FUND ACCNT. II 3 A 141 B TTH 9 TF PR REYNOLDS 3 .. 2 H 255 25386 COHPAR. RELIG. 3 2 MWF U BARRETTE 255 
A 142 2502B FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 9 WTH 10 TTH PR REYNOLDS 3..2 H 256 25388 HUI1.NATURE I UTOP. 3 9 TTHF U ESTEY 2 .. 3 
A 142 25029 FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 10 TTH 9 W 11 T PR Sl1lTH,J. 3..3 1M 201 25406 INKP HUM CONSID 3 IM101 8 MWF PR 	 250 
A 142 2:5030 FUND ACCNT. II 3 A141 1 11 12 TTH 11 TH PR FILIPPELLI 3 .. 3 1M 252 25"12 RESTAURANT MGT. 3 10 HWF PR CAMPER 355 
A 1.42 25031 FUIID ACCNT. II 3 AI41 1 TTHF 2 F PR FILIPPELLI 3..3 111 301 25.. 16 HGT.PHYS.STRTR. 3 Jr. 2 HW PR CAHPER 258 
A 142 25032 FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 2 I1WF 1 H PR WEAVER 3 .. 2 IH 302 25..18 FOOD I BEV.HOT. 3 Iml0212 MWF PR CAI1PER 260 
A 142 25033 FUIID ACCNT. II 3 AI41 1 TW 2 TTH PR 3.. 2 L 101 25435 LAW LEOAL SECRETARI3 8 I1WF 	 355 
PRA 142 25034 FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 12 I1WF 1 F WEAVER 3..2 L 101 25..36 LAW LEOAL SECRETARI3 2 HWF 	 SANTOS 359 
PRA :1.42 2:5035 FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 1 11 12 TTH 11 TH 3 .. 6 L 201 25.... 1 LAW CONTRACTS 3 1 TTHF PR HCLAUGHLIN 25B 
A 142 25036 FUND ACCNT. I I 3 AI41 10 I1WF 9 M PR WEAVER 3..3 L 201 25....2 LAW CONTRACTS 3 9 11 B TTH PR 250 
A 14 2 25037 FUND ACCNT. II 3 A141 10 TTH 9 W 11 T PR RYAN,DAN 3..6 L 201 25..43 LAW CONTRACTS 3 9 H 8 TTH PR 350 
A 142 2503B FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 B TTH 9 TTH PR FEROUSON 266 L 201 2'....4 LAW CONTRACTS 3 8 HWF PR 360 
A 142 25039 FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 B I1WF 9 11 PR FERouSbN 266 L 201 25....5 LAW CONTRACTS 3 8 I1WF PR 25B 
A 142 25040 FUND ACCNT. I I 3 A141 9 TTHF B T PR SI1ITH,J. 3 .. 3 L 202 254'2 LAW BUS OROAN 3 L201 9 M 8 TTH PR RAI1SAY 278 
A 142· 2:1041 FUND ACCNT. II 3 A141 1 TTHF 2 F PR 3 .. 6 L 202 25..53 LAW BUS OROAN 3 L201 10 TTH 9 W PR RAHSAY 255 
A 142 25042 FUND ACCNT. II 3 AI41 2 MWTH 3 TH PR 3..6 L 202 25..54 LAW BUS OROAN 3 t201 10 I1WF PR SANTOS , 353 
PRA 241 25046 INTER ACCTO I 3 AI42 2 I1W 3 HW PERLOW 351 L 202 25..55 LAW BUS OROAN 3 L201 B I1WF PR RAHSAY 255 
PRA 242 25053 INTER. ACCTO II 3 AI42 1 TTHF PERLOW 266 L 202 25..56 LAW 8US OROAN 3 UOI 12 MWF PR HCLAUOHLIN 262 
PRA 2 42 25054 INTER. ACCTO II 3 AI42 10 I1WF 	 PERLOW 266 L 203 25..58 LAW FIN TRANS 3 UOI 12 HWF PR SANTOS 355 PRA 242 25055 INTER. ACCTO II 3 AI42 11 HWF 	 OURRY 351 L 203 25..59 LAW FIN TRANS 3 UOI 11 HWF PR SANTOS 278 
PRA 242 25056 INTER. ACCTO II 3 AI42 1 M 11 TTH FOLEY 352 L 203 25..60 LAW FIN TRANS 3 U01 11 HWF PR HCLAUOHLIN 255 
PRA 242 25057 INTER. ACCTO II 3 AI42 1 TTHF FOLEY 3 ..7 L 203 25..61 LAW FIN TRANS 3 UOI 1 M 11 TTH PR HCLAUOHLIN 27B 
PRA 242 25058 INTER. ACCTO II 3 AI42 2 HWF OURRY 352 	 L 251 25..63 CONST'L LAW 3 L201 9 TTHF U RAHSAY 27B 
PRA 242 25059 INTER. ACCTG II 3 AI42 2 TTH 1 W PERLOW 351 LE 102 25..72 CRIHINAL LAW 3 LEIOI 2 I1WF LE Majora APTT 358 
A 2 43 25062 lilT Ace T II I 3 A 142 1 H 11 TTH PR FONTAINE 266 LE 102 25473 CRII1INAL LAW 3 LEI01 12 HWF LII Majors APTT 255PRA 34 1 25068 COST ACCT. I 3 A242 8 HWF RYAN,DAN 3..3 LE 202 25..7B FUND POLICE ADH 3 1 TTHF u: Hajors APTT 355 

A 342 25071 COST ACCT II 3 A341 2 TTH 1 W PR SHITH,J. 3..3 LE 35.. 25..9 .. POL.JUV.I1ETHODS 3 2 TTH W LE Majors APTT 25B
PRA 342 25072 COST ACCT II 3 A341 8 HWF 	 OAUCHER 346 LE ..01 25513 TECH INV INTERR 3 LE201 2 TTH W LE Hajora STONE 2:53 
A 342 25073 COST ACCT II 3 A341 12 HWF PR OAUCHER 3..6 LE ..02 25515 CRII1.LAW ICONSTITU.3 LEI02 B HWF LE Hajorl 	 253 
A 342 2507 4 COST ACCT II 3 A341 10 HWF PR OAUCHER 351 CA 252 25520 PROB ••PAROLE PROC. 3 10 TTH 9 W LE Majors STONE 27B 
A 342 25075 COST ACCT II 3 A341 11 HWF PR OAUCHER 3..6 CA 2:52 25521 PROB.'PAROLE PROC. 3 1 11 11 TTH LE Hajors STONt 255 
A 343 25077 INCOHE TAXES 3 A242 9 TTHF PR RYAN,DAN 346 CA ..52 25535 COHP.CORR.ADH. 3 9 11 8 TTH I.E lIajors STONE 255 
PRA 343 2507B INCOHE TAXES 3 A242 1 H 11 TTH LYNCH 351 HO 101 2553B PRIN OF HOT 3 11 Hiif' PR OAUTSCHI 350 
A 3'43 25079 INCOHE TAXES 3' A242 12 HWF PR LYNCH 3..3 MG 101 25539 PRIN OF HOT 3 8 HWF PR CAMPER 350 
A 343 25080 INCOHE TAXES 3 A242 2 HWF PR LYNCH 3 ..7 HO 101 255..0 PRIN OF HOT 3 9 H 8 TTH PI! ZEIOER 355 
PRA 353 25083 INCOHE TAX PRACTICE3 A343 9 TTHF LYNCH 351 MO 101 255..1 PRIN OF HOT 3 9 TTHF PR WILLIAMS 361 
PRA 361 25087 HANAO. ACCTO 3 AI42 9 H 8 TTH 351 110 101 25542 PRIN OF 110T 3 10 TTH 9 W PR ZEIOER 350 
PRA 31> 1 250B8 HANAO. ACCTO 3 A142 8 HWF 351 	 HO 101 255..3 PRIN OF 110T 3 1 TTHF PR WILLIAI1S 350 
PRA 31>2 2 5090 TAXES + BUS DEC 3 AI42 8 HWF 	 OURRY 3 ..7 HG 101 255.... PRIN OF HOT 3 9 TTHF PR THAKUR 360 
PRA 444 2:5094 ADV ACCOUNT I 3 A342 10 HWF 	 FONTAINE 3 ..2 HG 101 25545 PRIN OF HOT 3 12 I1WF PR GAUTSCHI 352 
PRA 442 2!i09B INTER. AUDITINO 3 A342 2 HW 	 PROVOST 3..3 MO 250 25554 PERS ADMINIST. 3 HGIOI 9 H 8 TTH PR HCCABE 352 
PRA 454 25103 ADV ACCOUNT II 3 A444 11 HWF FONTAINE 3..2 HO 250 25555 PERS ADHINIST. 3 MeIOl 9 TTHF PR MCCABE 352 
9 W PR FONTAINE 351A "' 5 '" 2:510", AOV ACCOUNT II 3 A444 10 TTH 	 HO 254 25561 LABOR RELATION 3 MeIOl 10 TTH 9 W PR HCCABE 3:53 
PRA 452 25106 AUDITINO 3 A442 11 HWF 	 PROVOST 3..3 HO 257 25568 ANAL OF l NDUST 3 10 I1WF PR OUPTA 350 
PRA "' 5~ 25107 AUOITINO 3 A442 12 HWF 	 PROVOST 351 HO 257 25569 ANAL OF INDUST 3 2 HW 3 HW PR GAUTSCHI 350 
PRA 452 2 :11 0B AUDITINO 3 A442 10 HWF 	 PROVOST 253 HG 25a 25571 INTRO HOD BUS 3 10 TTH 9 W PR WILLIAHS 266 
PRA 455 25110 ACTO THEORY 3 A342 2 TTH 3 TTH FILIPPELLI 3 ..7 HO 350 25575 BUSINESS POLICIES 3HG250.2S32 TTH 3 T PR SWEARINGEN 360 
EC 101 251 il INTRO TO ECON 3 10 I1WF 	 ILACQUA 259 HG 351 25576 LABOR PROBLEMS 3 MG254 10 HWF PR I1CCABE 352 
EC 10 1 2:51 12 INTRO TO ECON 3 10 I1WF 	 MINI 260 110 352 25578 PRODUCTI ON CONTROL 3 HG2S3 11 HWF PR OUPTA 353 
EC 111 2511 6 PRIN OF ECON I 3 9 11 8 TTH 	 tA I1AHONEY 246 HO 356 255B6 INTERN'L BUS.HOr. 3 Jr. 11 TTH 12 TTH PR ZEIOER 350 
tAEC 111 251 17 PRIN OF ECON I 3 9 11 8 TTH 2 .. 7 	 MG 357 255B9 GROUP COHH.IOROAN.B3 Jr. 11 HWF PR ZEIGER 352 
EC 112 25136 PRIN OF ECON II 3 Ec111 10 TTH 9 W 	 tA CLARK 2 ..6 I1G 452 25597 SEM ON GRP DYN 3 Sr . 2 TH 3 TH .. TH PR Gautschi 350 
tAEC 112 25137 PRI N OF ECON II 3 £elll 11 HWF OUCK 2 ..6 	 MO ..75 25601 MGT SEMINAR 3 Sr . 11 TTH 12 TTH PR WILLIAI1S 270 
EC 112 2!1138 PRI N OF ECON II 3 £eut 8 I1WF tA MINI 2 46 SH 102 25607 INTRO TO COHPUTER D3 11 MWF PR LONO 361 
EC 112 25139 PRIN OF ECON II 3 £<:111 10 TTH 9 W tA ILACQUA 352 SM 102 2560B INTRO TO COMPUTER 03 2 TTH W PR THAKUR 361 
EC 112 211140 PRIN OF ECON II 3 £clll 9 TTHF tA CLARK 2..6 511 102 25609 INTRO TO COMPUTER 03 1 TTHF PR SWEARINGEN 361 
EC 112 2:5141 PRIN OF ECON II 3 Eclll 11 I1WF tA LI 247 SH 102 25610 I NTRO TO COHPUTER 03 10 TTH 9 W PR THAKUR 361 
EC 112 25142 PRI N OF ECON II 3 !clll 10 I1WF IA OUCK 246 51'1 102 25611 INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 10 HWF PR LONG 361 
EC 112 25143 PRI N OF ECON II 3 £Clll 12 I1WF 1A MAHONEY 2 ..6 SH 102 2 5 61 4 I NTRO TO COMPUTER D3 1 H 11 TTH PII SWEARl tlGEN 361 
EC 112 25144 PRI M OF ECON II 3 Eelll 1 11 11 TTH rA HAHONEY 2 .. 6 SM 102 25615 INTRO TO COHPUTER 03 8 MWF PR GUPTA 361 
EC 112 251"5 PRIN OF ECON II 3 £ell1 12 I1WF rA LI 247 511 102 25617 INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 12 MWF PR GUPTA 360 
EC 112 2:5146 PIUN OF ECON II 3 Ec 111 1 11 11 TTH L~ 	 247 SI1 202 25620 COMPUTER OATA PROC.3 Sml02 12 HWF PR LONG 3 61 
EC 112 25147 PRtN OF ECON. II 3 Eel l! 11 MWF LA ILACQUA 35.. 511 359 25629 MGT SC I I 3 SmJ58 11 HWF PR SWEARINOEN 359 
EC 112 25148 PRIN OF ECON II 3 £C ll1 10 MWF tA LI 247 SM 4::il 25633 HGT INFO SYS 3 Sr . 2 I1WF PR LONIl J U 
EC 112 25149 PRIN OF ECON II 3 Eclll 10 TTH 9 W 	 1A IlUCK 247 8H 452 25635 SEM/MG5C- CPAP 3 Sr . 11 TTH 12 TTH PR THAKUR 360 
EC 112 25150 PRIN OF ECON II 3 Eell1 1 TTHF 	 tA CLARK 246 H'K 101 25639 PRI N OF HKTG. 3" 2 TTH 101 PI! SA TES 277 
EC 112 :151 5 1 PRrN OF ECON II 3 8<:111 1" 11 TTH IA 	 251 HK 101 25640 PRIN OF MKTO . 3 1 TTHF pJl BATES 2 77 
EC 112 25152 PfUH OF ECON .u 3 !ellt 12 I1WF tA MINI 261 H~ 101 2564 1 PRIN OF HKTG. 3 10 TTH 9 W Pit GOULD 277 
EC 251 25155 ECON HONEY BANK 3 Ec tt2 9 TTHF PR SWEENEY 350 11K 101 25642 PRIN OF HKTIl. 3 1 TTHF PR 	 2:54 
EC 251 25156 ECON HONEY BANK 3 ..,112 1 TTHF PR SWEENEY 2"59 MK 101 25643 PRI N OF MKTO. 3 10 TTH 9 II PR 	 :!!54 
EC ~51 2:U57 ECON HONEY BA~K 3 E;c1l 2 2 MW 3 MW PR MI NI 2 .. 7 HK 10 1 25644 PRIN OF "KTG . 3 2 TTH 1 W ~~ 	 254 
EC 251 ~1S8 ECO~ HONEV BANK 3 Ec 112 8 MWF PR 	 259 MK 101 2 5645 PRIN OF MKTG , 3 1 11 11 TTH QUIGLE Y 277PR 
EC 255 25163 ECON . !lEO!lRAPH~ 3 Eclll 9 TTHF rA ILACQUA 253 MK 101 25646 PRIN OF IIKTO . 3 12 MWF PR QUIOLEY 277 
EC 281 25170 REGIONAL ECON 3 ~ 1 1.2 1 TTHF ~\ 2 ..7 MK 201 2565 2 MKT STRATEGIES 3 MklOl 10 HWF PR QU IOLEY 2 :5.. 
EC 322 2:5176 INCOHE THEOR Y 3 ll"e2S1 2 TTH 1 W PR 353 MK 250 25655 AOVT I1KTIl COMM 3 !~lO I 9 M 8 TTH I'R SOUL OS 254 
EC 366 25180 ANAL ECON COND 3 Ee 112 2 TTH 3 TTH PR SWEENEY 2:i9 MI( 250 25656 ADVT I1KTG COHM 3 MklOI 8 MWF PR' SOULOS 277 
EC 371 25183 INTL TRADE 3 Ee ll2 9 TTHF tA OUCK 2 47 iiI( 265 25659 SALES MOMT. 3 Mltl0l 1 M 11 TTH PR SATES 25 4 
EC 467 25194 ECON. DEV . 3 Ee ll2 8 I1WF tA MAHONEY 2 47 MK 280 25665 It<lDUSTRIAL MKT . 3 MklOl 11 MWF PR BATE.S 254 
EC 493 2S1 97 MANAG. EtONOM 3 Ee lt2 TTHF PR 353 11K 300 256<17 BUS RES SUR HET 3 Jr.!I2St S HWF PR GOULD 252 
EC 4~" 25200 ECONOHIC POL ICY 3 .~~~2 2 TTH 1 101 LA CLARK 246 /11\ 300 25668 BUS RES SUR MET 3 Jr .M251 9 M 8 TTH PR GOULD 277 
eD 20 .. 2:52I 4 PSY OF LEARNI NG 3 i t a:!O) 12 MWF MORRISON 276 11K 360 25 672 RE TAI L MllT 3 MklOl 11 MWF PR 259 
ED 305 2521 6 MErR-TEACH bkKPGlAC3 ' A142 1 M 11 TTH HAHAN 276 HK 370 25675 ADVERTSNG MGT 3 Nk2SO 9 TTHF PH SOULOS 254 
ED 306 2521 7 METH-TEACH TYPING JOZI3? , 23to MWF PHIL.LIPS 2 75 HK 370 25676 ADVERT SNG MGT 3 M1<2SO 10 MWF PR SOULOS 277 
ED 307 2521 B METfi-TEACH SHORTH. 3 0£22S 9 TTHF PHI LLIPS 275 MK 450 256B3 MKT. PR08LEMS 3 MklOO. Sr .2 1111 3 HW PR QUIIlLEY 269 
ED 40B 25219 STUD TEACHING 12 8 MT W'TllF OIC HK 460 2'685 MKT .SEMINAR 3 Mk300.Sr .9 TTHF PR OOULD 269 
ED 409 25220 SEI1/STUDENT TEACH 0 9 MTWTHF PHI LLIPS OIC M 101 25689 MATH OF BUS (Sec . ) 3 --- 8 MWF WOOD 251 
ED 410 ~221 EDUC MEAS & EVAL 3 2 TTH II MAHAN 276 M 101 25690 MATH OF BUS (Soc.) 3 --- 8 MWF MUKSIAN 254 
E 101 25226 ENGLISH COMP I 3 8 MWF OAUTHIER 359 M 111 25695 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3" ~Y86A1g . 9 TTHF u 2~2 
E 101 25227 ENGLISH COMP I 3 10 HWF GAUTHIER 359 M 111 25696 COL ALOEBRA bUS 3 " 11 HWF U ,.,UKSIAN 258 
E. 102 25254 ENO COHP II 3 EtO11M 11 TTH tA BIRT 250 Hill 25697 COL ALGE8RA BUS 3 10 I1WF L~ HUKSIAN 258 
E 102 25255 ENG COMP II 3 EIOI 10 TTH 9 W tA BIRT 360 Mill 25698 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 M 11 TTH tA REINHARDT 252 
E 102 2~256 ENG CaMP I I 3 E101 10 MWF tA 360 M 112 25712 CALCULUS BUS 3 Mill 2 MW 3 MW JA 252 
E. 102 25257 ENG COMP II 3 BlOI 8 MWF 1A LYONS 352 M 112 25713 CALCULUS BUS 3 Milt 10 IIWF U WOOD 250 
E 102 2525B ENG ';OMP II 3 EtOI 11 HWF rA FISCHHAN 360 H 112 25714 CALCULUS BUS 3 Mll1 10 HWF tA REINHARDT 251 
E 102 2S259 ENG COHP II 3 EtOI 1 1'1 11 TTH U FLOYD 355 H 112 2571 5 CALCULUS BUS 3 HIll 11 MWF !.A REINHAROT 250 
E 102 25260 ENG COI1P II 3 EI01 10 TTH 9 W U FLOYD 355 M 112 2571 6 CALCULUS BUS 3 Mill 11 MWF U WOOD 251 
E 102 2:526 1 ENG COMP II 3 EIOI 10 HWF U KEELEY 358 M 112 25717 CALCULUS BUS 3 Hllt 9 H 8 TTH U 251 
E 102 25262 ENG COI1P II 3 EIOI B HWF U BAINS 358 M 112 25718 CALCULUS BUS 3 KilL 12 MWF 1A SHITH.R,M. 251 
E 102 2:5263 ENG COMP II 3 EI01 2 MWF U 360 M 112 2'719 CALCULUS 8US 3 HIll 12 MWF U 252 
E 102 2:5264 ENG COI1P I I 3 EIOI 11 HWF U 
- KEELEY 355 H 112 25720 CALCUL.US BUS 3 Hili 11 MWF U WALL 252 
E 102 25265 ENO COMP II 3 E101 12 ' I1WF 1A GAUTHIER 2'!i9 M 112 25721 CALCULUS BUS 3 Mill 12 ; 30-2 Tn! U PIASCIK 253 
E 102 25266 ENO COMP II 3 E101 12 MWF U BAINS 35B M 112 25722 CALCULUS 8US 3 Mill 9 M 8 TTH 1A 252 
E 10 2 25:267 ENG COMP II 3 EIOI 1 TTHF U ONEIL 352 M 112 25723 CALCULUS BUS 3 MIll 9 TTHF U WALL 250 
E 102 25268 ENG COMP II 3 EIOI 9 TTHF U LYONS 277 M 112 25724 CALCULUS BUS 3 Hill 2 TTH 1 W U SMITH,R.M. 245 
E 102 2~69 ENG COMP II 3 EI01 1 1'1 11 TTH I.A KRIEGER 35.. H 112 25725 CALCULUS BUS 3 Mill 1 11 11 TTH tA WALL 245 
E 102 25271 ENG COI1P II 3 EtOI 2 TTH 3 TTH !.A KRIEOER 352 M 251 25728 STATISTICS I 3 Mlli 10 TTH 9 W U PIASCIK 252 
E 102 2:5273 ENG COMP II 3 EI01 9 1'1 8 TTH U OCONNELL, R. 35.. H 251 25729 STATISTICS I 3 Mltl 11 HWF L~ OLINSKY 2~3 
E 102 25274 ENG COMP II 3 EIOI 2 TTH 3 TTH tA KOZIKOWSKI 35.. 11 251 25730 STATISTICS I 3 Hltl 2 MWF U OLINSKY 253 
E 102 25275 ENG COI1P I I 3 EIOI 9 TTHF U o ~EIL 355 M 251 25731 STATISTICS I 3 Mill 9 TTHF U 251 
E 102 211276 ENG COMP II 3 EI01 2 MW 3 MW U BARRY 355 M 251 25732 STATISTICS I 3 Mill H 11 TTH U SHITH.R.M. 253 
E 102 25277 ENG COI1P II 3 SlOI 9 M 8 TTH tA KRIEGER 353 M 251 25733 STATISTICS I 3 !llll 12 MWF U OL%NSKY 250 
E 102 25278 ENG COMP II 3 ElD l 9 TTHF U o CONNELL.R 353 1'1 251 25734 STATISTICS I 3 MIll 1 TTHF U SMITH.R.M. 251 
E 201 25291 WRITTEN COMI1UN 3 t l02 2 TTH 3 TTH PR BIRT 358 M 251 25735 STATISTICS I 3 Mill 2 TTH W 1A 359 
E 201 25292 WRITTEN COHMUN 3 [ 102 1 .TTHF PR KOZIKOWSKI 35.. M 251 25736 STATISTICS I 3 !lll i 2 TTH W U PIASCIK 250 
E 2 01 25293 WRITTEN COMMUN 3 I!!t02 12 HWF PR KOZIKOWSKI 25B 11 252 25737 STATI STI CS II 3 I\2S1 10 MWF U OLINSKY 252 
E 201 25294 WRI TTEN C0I111UN 3 El02 2 HW 3 MW PR 8IRT 35.. M 351 25739 MATH DEC. MAK. 3 1'1251 10 TTH 9 W tA REI NHARDT 251 
E 201 25295 WRI TTEN COMHUN 3 Et02 11 MWF PR BARRY 261 M 352 25740 AIIV MTH-MACH AID AN3 11251 2 MW 3 MW U J1UKSIAN 2'50 
E 201 2:5296 WRITTEN COMMUN 3 E102 12 MWF PR 8ARRY 354 P 150 25742 GEN PSYCHOLOOY 3 8 MWF U. I1CALOON 2 78 
E 250 2:5"300 J OURNALISM 3 £102 10 M"'F L~ L YONS 354 P 150 25743 GEN PSYCHOLOO Y 3 9 TTHF L~ YORKS 25S 
E 251 2!n03 PU8LIC SPEAKI NG 3 EI02 2 HW 3 MW U FISCHHAN 267 P 150 25744 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 8 I1WF M MORAHAN 245 
E 251 25304 PUllL I C SPEAKING 3 £102 12 MWF FISCHMAN 267 F' 150 25745 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 2 MW 3 ,.,101 1.A HORAHAN 279 
E 251 25305 PUBLIC SPEAK ING 3 E102 B MWF tA o CONNELL.R. 2-70 P 150 25746 GEN PSYCHOLOGY'3 2 TTH I W LA YORKS 2!1S 
£ 2:51 25J06 "UIIUC SPEAKINIl 3 E107 10 MWF L~ (lA I Ns 270 P 150 25747 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 1 TTHF LA 25:5 
E 254 25311 BRIIISit LIT 3 El~2 2 TTH 3 TTH U a NEI L ;r.i l P 150 2574B OEN PSYCHOL OGY 39M 8 TTH LA 245 
E 254 2:'1"312 BRIT I SH LIT 3 £101 12 IiWF U O NEIL 350 P 150 25749 GEN PSY CHOLOGY 3 10 MWF MCALOON 27BLA E 254 25313 BRITISH LIT 3 l!102 ' t 2:30- 2 , TH I.A KRIEOER 358 P 250 2!!752 PERS. SOC ADJMT 3 1'150 10 TTH 9 W 1.\ YORKS 253 
E 255 25316 AMER . LIT. 3 HlO:Z 9 U HF KEELEY 3' 4I.A F" 250 2~753 PERS. SOC ADJI1T 3 H 50 1 TTHF l./I. YORKS 278 
E 25:5 25317 MER. U T. 3 r1r)2 8 /lW, 8ARRY 354 F' 252 257S~ PSY ADOLESCENCE 3 1'150 1.2 MWF !.II MCALOON 278E 259 25322 HOD SHORT STOR Y 3 !:I02 10 TTH 9 I;J o CONNELl .R 2"5 F' 252 25757 PSY ADOLESCENCE 3 1'150 '2 Mil 3 I1W tA 	 277E 239 25323 MOO SHO!,!T STORY :I 1';102 10 TTH 9 W !.A ..EREY • 250 	 1:.\F' 253 25 759 ABNORM BEHAV 3 1'150 10 HWI'" HOR~HAtI 25':5 
E' 353 25329 HODERN DRAIIA ;3.1r RIO? ;: MIJ 3 MW tA BAINS 251 F' ~3 25760 ABNORM BE'HIW 3 Il1S<> 12 MIIF I HORAHAN 253 
E 353 25330 MODERN lJRAMI\ 3 Jr. Kil02 :.! TTH I W FLOYD 252tA 	 I> 2:14 2!i762 TNDUST P9 '1 :l U SO . 1 I1 Io1 F LA HCALOON 277 E :JS3 25331 HQDE~N [lRAMA 3 .rr tl01 12: 30-2 T TIl LA FL OYD 261 P 254 25763 I NOUST PSY :; I'1S0 '2 TTH 1 W ) A 	 278 
E 355 25333 NODERN NOVEL 3 Jr. £101 11 MWF r.... IlAUTHIER 260 	 PA 200 2 5 165 I NT pue AD~ 3 10 HWF tA DETARNOWSKY 243 
E 355 25334 HODERN NOVEL 3 J'-,j-;102 'f M 8 TTH LA KOZ I KOWSKI 253 PA 300 25767 POL.HAK.PROCESS 3 PA1~' 10 TTH 9 W FR CAM P 24-4 
E 371 15342 REPORT WR I UNG _iJl. Rl02;> II S TTH I'll LYONS 36Q PA 400 25773 PUll-ADM bUDGTO 3 I'A300 12 MWF rn OETARNOIoiSK Y 245 
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SC 161 25807 EARTH SCIENCE 3 10 I1WF lA ROBINSON 345 lE 354 3~495 POl.JUV.METHODS 3 12 S 	 APTT 
BC 161 25808 EARTH SCIENCE 3 8 I1WF lA BOULET 34~ lE 355 34497 PlICE PUB REl 3 6 TH SHIBLEY 

SC 161 25810 EARTH SCIENCE 3 11 I1WF lA ROBINSON 345 lE 357 34502 NARC.lAW £NFOR. 3 9 8 HACHADORIAN 

DE 112 25819 ADV SHT THY-STENO 3 08111 11 I1TWTHF MClAUGHLlN,A. 264 lE 402 3~515 CRIM.lAW ICONSTITU.3 6 T 8TONE 

DE 122 25825 ADV. ST. THEORY 3 aEl21 11 I1TWTHF COTE 265 I1Il 101 3~:538 PRIM OF 110T 3 6 11 FIll NOW 

DE 122 25826 ADV. ST. THEORY 3 OEl21 11 I1TWTHF o CONNEll,D. 268 I1G 101 34:539 PRIN OF 110T 3 6 T 	 BIilSIlICO 
DE 122 25827 ADV.ST. THEORY 3 OEl 21 12 I1TWTHF BERNSTEIN 264 110 101 34540 PRIN OF I10T 3 6 TH BENTLEY 

DE 123 25829 SH THEORY REV 3 11 I1TWTHF COTE 265 HO 1:51 34552 HUI1AN REl SUPER 3 6 W I1UlLlN 

DE 12~ 25833 BED DICT, TRANS 3 a El23 11 I1TWTHF CALKINS 366 I1G 250 3~5:54 PERS ADI1INIST. 3 , 9 SNYD£R,R

OE 12~ 2583~ BED DICT, TRANS 3 OEl23 11 I1TWTHF lUKOWICZ 367 MO 252 34557 OFFICE I1ANAOEI1ENT 3 6 T BROOK8
OE 132 258~3 TYPING II 2 OEl31 9 I1TWTHF TUCKER 264 258 34571 INTRO BUS 3 12 8 	 CIIII1PAONONE 'I1G 1100 
OE 132 258~~ TYPING II 2 OEl31 9 I1TWTHF I1EEK 265 I1G 350 34575 BUSINES8 POLICIES 3 6 11 	 I1C CABE 
OE 132 258~5 TYPING II 2 OItlJ l 9 I1TWTHF CLAFFEY 268 110 351 34576 lABOR PROBlEI1S 3 6 W I1C CAJE 

OE 132 258~6 TYP I NG II 2 OEl31 1 I1TWTHF lUKOWICZ 268 
 MO 354 34581 WORK SII1PlIF.III1PR03 6 TH 	 REYNOlD8,JOHN
OE 132 258~7 TYPING II 2 OEl31 1 I1TWTHF 110RRISON 265 liD 357 34589 GROUP COHI1.IORGIIIN.B3 6 II 	 ZEIGER 
OE 201 258~9 OFF I1ACH lAB I 2 8 I1WF o COHNEll,D. 369 TR 201 34604 PRIN OF TRANSP. 3 6 11 I1EGA 

OE 201 25850 OFF I1ACH lAB I 2 2 I1W 3 I1W PELKEY 369 TR 302 34607 TRANS ECON 3 6 T RICIfjIIRDSOH 

OE 201 25851 OFF I1ACH lAB I 2 11 I1WF PELKEY 369 TR 352 34609 RATEITARIFF PROB 3 6 TH GE8UAlDI 

OE 202 258~ OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 2 TTH RAFFERTY 368 SH 102 34611 INTRO TO COI1PUTER D3 6 II GUPTA 

OE 202 25855 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 1 TTH TUCKER 368 SI1 102 34612 INTRO TO COI1PUTER D3 12 8 

OE 202 25856 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 12 WF TUCKER 368 SI1 102 34613 INTRO TO COI1PUTER D3 6 TH lONO 

OE 202 25857 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 2 I1W BERNSTEIN 36S SI1 202 3461' COI1PUTER DATA PROC.3 6 T lONG 

OE 202 25858 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 11 WF CLAFFEY 368 St! 252 34624 COBOL PRDORAI1. 3 6 W SYNDER 

OE 202 25859 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 11 TTH CLAFFEY 368 11K 101 3463' PRIN OF I1KTG. 3 6 T BATES 

OE 202 25860 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 12 TTH TUCKER 368 11K 101 34640 PRIN OF I1KTO. 3 6 W 

OE 202 25861 OFF I1ACH lAB II 2 1 I1W TUCKER 368 I1/( 101 34641 PRIN OF I1KTO. 3 12 8 

OE 203 25863 OFFICE ADI1IN 3 1 TTHF CLAFFEY 260 11K 265 3~659 SALES MG"T. 3 6 M VAN WAGNER 

DE 203 2586~ OFFICE ADI1IN 3jrU12 12 TTH 1 W COTE 260 HK 275 34662 INTERNAT I1/(T 3 6 II 

OE 225 25875 INT DICT, TRANS :J{>122.124j 9 I1TWTHF STAFF 258 111( 300 34668 BUS RES SUR I1ET 3 6 T BTEERE 

OE 226 25883 ADV DICT, TRANS 3 OE22S 9 I1TWTHF STIIIFF AUD 111( 370 34675 ADVERT8NO I10T 3 6 TH JENNETT 

DE 326 25890 COURTR/1 TEsnCONFRP3 OE22S 9 I1TWTHF I1ClIllUOHLIN,A. 261 II 100 34686 PRE COL AlOEBRA 0 6 II 	 CHESEBRO 
DE 227 2 5891 lEG. TERI1INOlOGY 3 0E22S 12 I1WF I1ClIIIUGHLlN,A. 268 11 102 34693 I1I11TH OF FINIIINCE 3 6 T IIISH 

DE 227 25892 lEGAL TERI1INOlOGY 3 0E225 2 I1WF I1AHAN 268 11 111 34696 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 6 T WAll 

DE 228 2589~ liED. TERI1INOlOGY 3 0E22S 12 I1WF CAlKIN8 367 M 111 ~6'7 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 6 II WALL 

OE 233 25898 UPING II I 2 OE132 9 I1TWTHF RAFFERTY 366 II 112 34712 CAlCUlU8 BUS 3 6 W CHESEBRO 

DE 233 25899 TYP I NG II I 2 OEl3l 1 I1TWTHF I1EEK 367 11 112 34713 CALCULUS BUS 3 6 TH OIlROY 

DE 23~ 2590~ TYPING IV 2 OE233 8 I1TWTHF PHILLIPS 264 11 251 34728 STATI8TICS I 3 6 T SI1ITH,R.I1. 

OE 2J~ 25905 TYPING IV 2 OE233 8 I1TWTHF 110RRISON 265 11 252 34730 STATISTICS II 3 6 W OlINSKY 

OE 2J~ 25906 TYPING IV 2 OEl33 8 I1TWTHF RAFFERTY 366 P 150 ~742 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 6 T YORKS 

DE 23~ 25907 TYPING IV 2 OE233 8 I1TWTHF I1EEK 367 P 150 34743 DEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 6 TH I1ANOAMERO 

TRO 1 25910 TRANSCRIPTION 0 10 I1TWTHF STAFF 264 P 252 34756 P8Y ADOlE8CENCE 3 6 W I1C AlOON 

TRO 1 25911 TRANSCRIPTION 0 10 I1TWTHF STAFF 265 P 254 34762 INDUST PSY 3 6 II I1CAlOON 

TRO 1 25912 TRANSCRIPTION 0 10 I1TWTHF STAFF 268 SC 151 34781 OEN BIOlOOY 3 6 T lANOlOIS 

TRO 1 25913 TRANSCRIPTION 0 10 I1TWTHF STAFF 366 BC 1:51 34782 OEN BIOlOOY 3 6 W ROBINSON 

• TRO 1 2591~ TRANSCRIPTION 0 10 I1TWTHF STAFF 367 SC 251 34789 HUMAN ANATOI1Y 3 6 II 	 BOULET 
SS 251 25917 HIS, OF WEST CIV 3 1 11 11 TTH lA JOllEY 2~2 3C 161 34806 EARTH SCIENCE 3 , S ROBINSON 

SS 251 25918 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 12 I1WF lA JOllEY 2~2 3C 371 34814 CHEI1ISTRY 3 6 II HANNING 

• 	 55 251 25919 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 2 I1WF lA JOllEY 242 ;S 251 34917 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 12 S COX 

SS 252 25925 HIS 1100 WORLD 3 10 I1WF lA ESTEY 242 ;S 252 34925 HIS 110D WORLD 3 6 TH ESTEY 

55 252 25926 HIS 110D WORLD 3 11 I1WF lA ESTEY 2~2 ;5 262 34939 HIS US SINCE 1877 3 6 T INGRAHAM 

55 25 2 25927 HIS 110D WORLD 3 12 I1WF lA INGRAHAM 243 ;S 271 34945 APPR TO POLITIC 3 6 II I1AXSON 

.' 	55 252 2 5928 HIS 110D WORLD 3 1 TTHF lA INGRAHAI1 243 ;S 291 3495~ PRINC OF SOCIOl 3 6 II STAFF 

lA INGRAHAI1 243 35 291 34955 PRINC OF SOCIOl 3 9 S OCONNEll 

• 	 ~~ ~~~ ~~:~; ~~~ ~~DT~0~~~7 i ~ ~TH 8 iT~ lA lITOFF 2~2 3S 371 34977 AI1ER.POlITICS 3 6 W KEllEHER 
55 262 25938 HIS UB SINCE 1877 3 9 TTHF lA lITOFF 242 ;S 395 34"4 CRIMINOLOGY 3 6 W REIlINO 
1, 55 262 2 5939 HIS US SI NCE 1877 3 10 TTH 9 W lA llTOFF 2~2 
I 55 262 25940 HI S US SINCE 187 7 3 2 I1WF LA I NGRAHAI1 243 
' 55 271 29945 APPR TO POLITIC 3 1 11 1 1' TTH lA DEClERO 258 	 1978 Spring Masur Schedule · Groduolt' Division ... 
55 271 25946 APPR TO POLITIC 3 9 11 8 TTH lA DECl ERO 243 

58 27 1 259 47 APPR TO POLITIC 3 10 TtH 9 W LA DECLERQ 243 ~1 ! e:.'~1 1 

88 27 1 25948 APPR TO POLIT IC 3 1~ MWf LA CAI1P 243 ="16 U~JA 

55 271 29949 APPR TO POLIT IC 3 8 HWF lA 243 ~d 

55 271 25950 APPR TO POLITIC 3 1 TTHF 	 24:5lA 
55 291 25953 PRINC OF SOC IOl 3 12 MWF lA 244 

SS 291 25954 PRI NC OF 80CIOl 3 8 MWF lA 2 044 

SS 291 259~ PRIN C OF SOCIOl J 10 MWF LA 244 

55 291 29956 PRINC OF SOC IOl 3 11 I1WF I IIARSEl lA 2 H 1 

55 291 25957 PRINC OF SOCIOl 3 2 TTH 1 II lA MARSEllA 2~4 
 :n 
SS 291 25959 RINC OF SOCIOl 3 2 I1WF LA I1ARSELL A 244 

SS 293 25962 SOC STR. I SEX.IO a- - 1 TIHF liARS EllA 244 

55 353 29969 NIST OF 110D BR IT 3 5S2S1 1 TTHF I.A JOllEY 2042 

SS 396 25972 HIST HOD AFRICA 3 --- 1 11 11 TTH lA ESTEY 243 
 Zo: 
SS 361 2997~ HIST MER I1I NOR 3 SS~~~ orll I1WF lA l ITOFF 245 :.a 1 
55 372 25979 COMPAR. GOVT • 3 ss~h 1 11 11 TTH U CAMP 244 J 
9S 376 25983 STAT E AND URBAN POl3 SS2 71 2 TTH 1 W lA DEClERQ 2042 -; 
55 381 25989 POLI T TRAD I TION 3 8S27 1 2 MW 3 I1W lA DETARNOWSKY 245 o I 
55 391 259<;11 CONT SOC PROB 3 SS291 9 TTHF LA 244 6 W 
,SS 471 25997 POLI T.SC.INTERN 3 Dept.App, 5 M lA STAFF OIC TH 

SS 472 25'998 ADV.lEV.PO .SC.INTER3Dept,App, :5 M LA STAFF OIC ll~. a-':O.l l 
" >J 
 E. 
5C 151 26781 GEN BIOLOGY 0 12 M 1 11 lANGLOIS 376 0,. t11 ... ..1:&1 ... o IH 

SC 151 26782 GEN BI OLOGY 0 12 W 1 W lEVIS 376 ,1(', ::::6 8::J~:' " , 
" It
SC 151 26783 GEN BIOLOGY 0 9 T 10 T BOULET 376 ill 

5C 151 26784 GEN 8IOlOGY 0 2 W 3 W lEVIS 376 ::. G·,! :':C4:' o T 

SC 151 26785 GEN BIOLOGY 0 12 T 1 T lEVIS 376 J,. 3~~ O::£4 o.J ~ust.; L: .. ;.;as l /-. Tit r;"l~;"I' 

SC 151 26786 GEN BIOLOGY 0 12 TH 1 TH lEVI'S 376 JI; ?~........ ~~ ~ CO!-Iltt.NrCt',f ro;;~ ro~ .' " n I I CIII.':'1i
u 

SC 251 2678<;1 HUI1AN ANATOMY 0 2 T 3 T lEVIS 376 \.\,!! o~7::;/ t : I RO or t.."R i..E3 ;,) T 8W";' ]'.:fjr, ' 

-SC 251 26790 HUI1AN ANATOMY 0 2 TH 3 TH lEVIS 376 ',C 3_9:; ' , ! J :1'f I 6TH Df\/tOI4"'"1 

OE 112 2 6819 ADV SHT THY-STENO 0 10 TH MClAUGHLlN,A. 262 ..... 7.'~ ::;2"7!:? I f,·.::~cJ u:~ llO:'f!C IIN~L.- f, ~ ST;.fT 

, 	OE 122 26825 ADV. ST. THEORY 0 10TH COTE 258 af :;:11 :J~?,'t 1'1~NAO t :Cl :; TH W.....4N alF 
OE 122 2 6826 ADV.ST.THEORY 0 10 TH o CONNEll,D. 259 0>' ~a6 D:';;~ .1'.r;, :.. T"1 ~ I :.: 0114£1' an: 
OE 122 26827 ADV . ST.THEORY 0 11 TH BERNSTEIN,B. 342 ~. :i31 C1~17: Ul~r: liP fiX m z :.. 11 JOfINSOIJ, L. iH; 
DE 123 26829 SH THEORY REV 0 10 TH COTE,I1. 258 ...1 "".s., 0_9;".' ,!Jl.i) p i M~!:i ;; T ::;T",rr IH;­
OE 124 26833 BEG DICT, TRANS 0 10 TH CALKINS 260 lA 5J6 C:W '~ PROD f1G( 'i _'- LLn i u IF 
OE 124 26834 BEG DICT, TRANS 0 10 TH lUKOWICZ 261 ..I,'" 7J:' O:!Y/i.. !lUM".N ',_DURCt:O T I . UHlH 
..Eli 161 S~Y/' :; "~~r.:MS !' ~'l j '17,"1;, 
- TH OT;'FF 
Jo. 9&~ :.t!!":-i'C OR::,"'.:J . !"F.l-i .'VIll~ ~H O'; I~E:
:Jr ~J.., 0:':'30 CCDt! f OR elJS : , ~i 
EVENING DIVISION COURSES FOR DAY STUDENTS """"'! fUll!' nl ;l llllI J 	 .. ;.r r­
A 141 3~006 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 6 W FOLEY 242 c.':'...\J~ ~LJ.::': cnl'\.f iEIl 3 TI, r;tRliLf, 

A 1~1 3~007 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 6 T REYNOLDS 244 :;.1..... 0 .~ ~! ~ !. t1c~ . r. ~ Sf .;; alIT 

A 1~1 34008 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 6 TH REYNOLDS 243 Jt.. 7 11 0298 '; D . A.. :i :Jj"rF 

A 1~2 34026 FUND ACCNT. II 3 6 M WEAVER 242 .,of'. ; ::J !3;":' i.r..i t;on ' ~ sr J ;WIIT 3 , r ~;t~Rhlnn 

.. . ~~9S4 H1i,~, 1,( ",t: lON J 	 ,ORftlSA 142 34027 FUND ACCNT. II 3 6 , W WEAVER 243 f H 

A 142 34028 FUND ACCNT. II 3 9 FERGUSON u -1,; ... . .. I t'l l N i
S 250 .,j /. ~~1l' 0,;;1(, ,. F- , I.J {. \.II:; 

A 2~1 34046 INTER ACCTG I 3 6 W PROVOST 244 ::A 6_l a '. ,0 /If. T. .0111. ,. W tl'Tf-l EO" 

A 242 3405~ INTER. ACCTG II 3 6 11 FOLEY 244 ; ,; :-"l ! iJ_ ?.l c.t,. J 1 UOi ' It. l;
<0 
A 242 J~055 INTER. ACCTG II 3 6 TH 	 FERGUSON 2404 , 1 ~ ~': .';»7:! 7i:r::tw.' U3 - l ii l -; Eo ,\ Cl:. 
A 243 3~062 INT ACCT III 3 6 W GEMMA 245 JI. ,JI 3'_",/) IIU,,:,, ! f:£ UUf'CfS i' TI l •.;~n::TTr: 

A 341 340 68 COST ACCT. I 3 6 TH GAUCHER 245 

A 3~2 34073 COST ACCT II 3 6 T GAUCHER 2~6 " 

A 343 34078 INCOME TAXES 3 6 TH lYNCH 246 

A 36~ 34090 TAXES t BUS DEC 3 6 W 246 

A ~44 34093 ADV AOCOUNT I 3 6 T FRANCOEUR 247 

A 45~ 34 10:5 AUDI TING 3 6 M PROVOST 245 

EC 111 341 16 PRI N OF ECON I 3 6 W DUCK 247 

EC 112 34136 PRIN OF ECON II 3 6 T 250 

EC 112 34 137 PRIN OF ECON II 3 12 S STAFF 2:50 
 ~ ~ .. EC 155 34150 CURR ECON PRBl 3 6 TH I1AHONEY 247 
EC 255 34163 ECON . GEOORAPHY 3 6 T I l ACQUA 353 
EC 26~ 34165 AMER ECON HI ST 3 9 S 245 

EC 782 341 7 2 URBAN ECONOM ICS 3 6 W DAflECK 250 

EC 467 34194 ECON. DEV. 3 6 11 347 

E 101 34226 ENGLISH COMP 3 6 M GAUTHIER 246 
 Your 
E 101 J~227 ENGUSH COMP 3 6 TH 8IRT 2:50 

E 102 3~254 ENO COMP II 3 6 M O CONNEll 247 
 HostE 102 342 55 ENG COIiF' II ::; 6 W flIRT 2 

E 102 3425.. ENG COMF' II 3 6 TH KEELEY 251 

E 10 2 3~257 ENG CtlMP It 3 9 5 KOZIKOWSKI 2:51 
 D eaDE 20 1 34291 WRI T EN COMMUN 3 12 5 25 1 

E ~ :54 34311 BRI TI SH lIT 3 I> T ONEIL 243 

E 35 3 34329 MODERN DRAMA 3 6 TH BAINS 252 
 Alberg
F 302 34359 F IN . MANAOEMENT 11 3 6 W 	 353 
F 303 3~361 INVESTMENTS 3 6 M GUCK 346 

H 253 34382 APPR.OF VIS ARTS 3 6 T CLEARFIELD 354 

1M 252 34412 RESTAURANT MGT . 3 ~ M 8ANDIER! 35 , 

c.I 
tI i 
i-
Ill'" ~ 1,,4 
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Please-­
The Outcast I don't mean to hurt but people grow 
drift apart 
By Jay Metzger make new friends. 
Just because You once asked how you captured me 
The sun awoke to start a new journey across we don't always agree and I couldn't answer you then. 
the blue highway of sky. 
Below it, the meadow was green, for as far 
as the eye could see. 
Th flowers were forever in bloom, and they 
:-ejoiced in the warm breeze. 
. was at peace, and all was in harmony, 

This was his world. 

The real world had rejected him into exile. 

His life was full of harassment, put-downs, 
and rejections. 
It had not bothered him on the outside, but 
it tore at his insides with endless fury. 
The war had been long, and he fought 
continuously. 
But he had lost, and so the self exile. 
Hope was his companion, hope was his sun. 
The meadow was his friend, the flowers, his 
security. 
tie was always trying to re-enter the real 
",orld, but when he finally failed, his 
fantasy world snatched him up and brought 
him back to peace and tranquility. 
.t,11 of a sudden, though, he had renewed the war. 
People had begun to notice and accept him 
again. 
Especially the girls, which was odd. 
He couldn't explain it, and he didn't try. 
B"l he was still an infinity away, for he ' 
was scared of people. ' 
Tne boys were always tougher and more popular 
t an he was. 
Ti Ie girls, well, he never got to approach one 
because of his fear. 
II"' his heart he knew things were 
changing. 
But would he be able to get over his 
7Tlountain of fear? 
He would make the assault, and he would , 
reach the summit. 
T~.e fight was on. 
T"te outcast would be no more. 
or do the same things 
I still love you 
as friends love each other 
There will always be those things 
that we had to laugh and cry about 
but we11 have new experiences too, 
which wiD be just as precious. 
Please 
be my friend 
like before. 
don't break the chain 
that once held us together. 
by P. L. Dove 
n 
of:ove 'I lou ::/)oe6n i meanJ ~p 
I love you doesn't always mean I want you 

Or even that I wish you could be mine. 

I love you sometimes simply means I'm happy 
That we're both in the world at the same time. 
I love you means that you are very special 
It means that you mean very much to me. 
I love you means I hope that you'l be happy 
In every way you really want to be. 
I love you means it doesn't matter 
If you grow old a little bit ,before your time. 
I love you means I love the part within you 
That makes you beautiful any place or any time. 
And so I hope that you will still remember 
As you go down the weD worn paths of time. 

That someone somewhere thinks a lot about you 

And hopes you think a little of her sometime. 

For though timing is no doubt essential 
Deciding love and hate--beginnings, ends. 
What we do, and with whom we do it 
It takes no special timing to be friends. 
It could have been your smile, 

Or your laughing brown eyes, 

Or your easy style. 

Does it matter really? 

You won't hear any more unspoken pleas from me. 

You weren't giving, 

While all the while I pretended to receive. 

I hung on the edge of promises that were never really made. 

I waited 'so long for a sign. 

You could have kept your silly flowers 

and heavy love songs-­
You know I'm not that way. 

Your gallant efforts at flattery never scratched the surface 

And I never knew if you were with me because of me. 

People said we were the perfect couple, 

What did we say? 

I only wanted your love 
... and though for a while I thought it was mine, 
I reaHze now it was only implied. 
Dear "'Gorgeous'" you are old now 

No longer in your youth 

But I will always love you 

With those "green eyes'" and a "'tooth." 

The crazy things you conjure up 

"'Donald Duck'" and '"Doll Face'" to name a few 

Have kept me happy aU this time 

Ever since '"you" found '"me'" in dorm two 

As time has passed we've gotten closer 

Which some may not believe is '"Kosher'" 

But to verify that my love is true 

I'd trade my '"walnuts'" in for you!! 

******************************************************* 

* 	 NUMBERS SEARCH *~ 
Try your hand at finding the numbers listed below in the number * 
, 	 diagram. Be sure to look diagonally as well as up, down, forwards, *A R C H WAY 	 *and backwards.
* 
• 	 1.2567 6,7012 11.1234* 2.1394 7.4829 12.6859 
3.1977 8.9591 13.4196FUN SECTION 	 * 4.5206 9.2233 14.3827 
* 5.0505 10.0770 15.8164 
* 	 *

* 	 *

*
* o 5 7 2 4 3 -*I 2 8 9 8 4 
* 
7 8 7 6 4 I 5 I 2 I 9 5 * QUOTAGRAM 2 5 6 7 9 3 6 8 4 9 7 2 * 8 I 4 2 o 7 I 4 5 6 I o ** 3 o 5 6 9 4 3 I 8 o 9 2
'* 
Answer each definition. After they are completed, fill in the quote* 9 5 o 4 2 I 9 7 7 6 5 7 
below by matching numbers from the words defined to the quote. 4 2 I 8 3 o 4 3 8 2 I o 
*
* 
5 4 6 9 3 7 5 o 6 8 5 9 * 
3 9 5 I 2 3 4 o 9 4 6 7 ~ 
4 6 7 o 2 8 6 9 5 9 I 2 
12 17 5 
I.Be introduced to someone 
*' 
2.The opposite of day 

9 20 7 10 
 * 
3.Container for flowers* QUOTES OF TH E WEEK ** 
16 I 14 22
*	* 4.Found on a beach 
I 18 15 21 The obscure we see 

5.Chops up euentually;
* 	 8 19 6 2 the completely apparent**' 6.To specify the items of takes longer. 
II 3 4 13 E.R. Morrow*
* 	 • 
** 	 The language·offriendship Only so much do 1know,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 	 4­* 	 is not words but meaning. As 1have lived. ** 	 Thoreau Emerson10 II 12 13 14, 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
* 
*
* 
. 	
\ 
* 

*******************************************************
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Economic Corner 
By Richard Spivack Roast House 
After a lengthy period ofBy Craig Perry 
When you're down and out, 
and you're in the mall when 
supper time comes, feed yourself 
at the Roast House. The Roast 
House is where you can have a 
complete dinner of either turkey. 
ham, or roast beef for . under 
~3.00. Located in the Lincoln 
1 M all, it offers fast dining 
(cafeteria style) combined with 
low price. 
It is a patented restaurant, 
which, although not a chain, 
certainly has the potential to be 
one. Owned by a husband and 
wife who demonstrate a high 
degree of expertise in the fast 
food business. I feel it - and 
they could go far. 
The almospher is very mellow 
and since it is cafeteria style, 
there is no waitress s~rvice. At 
least n ow o u won't get 
d istur b ed 1 uri n g dinner 
conversations. They also have 
draft beer and wine, one of the 
experimentation with undiffer­
entiated rates in the late 
nineteenth century, public 
utilities in this country have 
developed a highly discrimin­
atory rate structure. Utilities, 
conscious of the different 
ela~ticities of demand for 
electricity, began to charge 
higher rates for any given 
amount used by residential 
customers as opposed to 
Industrial customers. In 
addition, for each class of 
customer;;, rates are arra nged in 
blocks: the first block costs the 
most, the second costs le ..s and 
!~/~~~~~~rq Uues~~I,r..~~e I~::~ 
his! her average cost per kwh. 
(This is refe rred to as the 
"declining-block rate".) 
In defense of this rate 
structure, utilities have argued 
successfu lly that cos ts of 
providing electric power decline 
Per kwh as more power is 
Prod uced. By the definition of 
economies of scale, declining 
costs, or sjmply, q uantity ~ 	 discounts this argument is partially true and partially false . 
If demand for elect-ricityMENU ~ increases at times when the system is not fully utilized, i.e., in 
" 

11 / 4 
11/5 
11/ 6 
11/7 
11 / 8 
11 / 9 
off-peak periods, that is true. IfLunch 	 Dmner
.~ demand is increased in peak 
periods it is false as long as the 
MENU NOVEMBE R 3, 1977 - NOVE MBER 9, 1977 total capa ci ty rema i ns 
Fishwich on Bun 
North American Lasagna 
Cold P late 
Sliced Ham 
Egg Salad 
BRUNCHW/ Ham 
BRUNCH WI Sausages 
BR UNCH WI Bacon 
Hot Turkey Sandwich 
Spanish Macaroni 
Chef Salad Bowl 
Corned Beef 
Chicken Salad 
Barbecued Ham Sandwich 
Beef Turnover / Gravy 
Egg Foo Yong 
Tuna Salad 
Cold Meat Sub 
unchanged. Let me elaborate on 
Roast Turkey this. During off-peak periods 
Beef Chow Mein any increase in demand for 
Foot Long Hot Dog/ Chili 
• 	electr icity could easily be 
handled by simply starti ng up an 
Veal Parmesan ~~I~~I~~I""I~C""I~""C~C~___()~ ~ ~ 
Fisherman's Platter -	 oJ $'.~ 
,	 .. 0 ~ .. 
, 

...o-.. ~

: ~ 

Polish Sausage 	 v (, .::i 
Fried Chicken Wings 
Spaghetti wi Meat Sauce WARMUPWITlCheese Omelet 
: 
• 
Roast Beef i 
Batter Fried Chicken 
Italia n Sausage Sandwich IGrilled Cheese 
Roast Po rk I 
Baked Meat Loaf 
Batter Dipped Waffles 
Cheeseburgers i 	 I 
~ 
I 	 IVeal w/ Tomalo Sauce 
Beef Stroganoff/ Noodles 
Gri lled Liver & Onions I 	 I 
Hot Dogs I 	 I 
I 	 I 
SPARE TIME BUSINESS 

idle generator or working a 
generator at full capacity. But, if 
this increased demand occurs 
when the system is at full 
capacity already, the need for 
capacity expansion arises. Now 
we are faced with a double 
dilema. Capacity expansion 
usually is handled by older, less 
efficient equipment, ca using the 
added electricity to cost more· 
per kwh. Secondly. the greater 
the need to ex pand to handle 
peak-hour demand results in 
greater amounts of idle capacity 
during the off-peak. Basically, 
then, any increase in power 
product ion that does not change 
the pattern of demand increases 
costs, in contrast to the utili tie 
claim . Consequently the 
declining-block rate structure 
does not reflt!c t production 
costs. This creates several kinds 
of serious problems for both 
consumers and the uti lities 
themselves. First, utility rates 
. . bl Th b d dare meqUita e. e ur ens an 
· d·b fi eIectncty pro ucttonene Its 0 f 
and consumption are not 
distributed fairly. Those who 
consume relatively little 
.. . ·1 ·d t· IeIectnclty--pnman y resl en la 
and low income consumers--pay 
· h f thmore than thelr s are 0 e 
costs. The rate levels for 
especially the first blocks of 
residential consumption greatly 
exceed prod uctio n costs, 
particularly during otT-peak 
periods. However, for the last 
block of electricity used by very 
high volume customers the 
.;narge per kwh, or the "tail­
bloc\w. rate". reflects little more 
than the cost of fuel necessa ry to . 
generate that kwh. As a result, 
low volume consumers pay far 
more than their share of the 
revenue needed to meet the 
allowed revenue requirement 
while large, industrial users pay 
for less. Even though low­
volume users typically account 
for less than 40 percent of the 
utilities total production, they 
pay the bulk of the costs. For 
that reason the declinir:" olock 
rate also promot e s t he 
expansion of utility capacity at 
an unnecessarily rapid rale. 
Industrial users , who account 
for the bulk of consumption, pay 
less than their share of the costs 
of new capacity, as well as 01d. 
To say that the "decl ining 
bl<,ck rate" is an inequitable 
form of rate tructure IS an 
understatemen t. Any rate 
structure that would encourage 
electricity expansion by one of 
its customers at the expense of 
another, expec ia l ly the 
encouragement of industl; al 
users at the ex p t:nsc of 
residential users is, not only 
unjust but severely tinks of 
"robber-baronism". If this trend 
is to be stopped then what is 
needed is another rate stmcture 
altogether. Hopefully, one that 
would take into considera tion 
the costs of production as a more 
determining element in its 
pricing decision. In my next 
article I will present one of these 
reformed rate structure. 
......,--.~,
- . .'~ ~ ..... 
few mall restaurants besides the 
very expensive ones that offer 
liq uor. 
The food, I think, is very 
good. It has the "momma home 
cooked" taste that we Bryant 
Co!lege persons certainly do not 
get. The ('afeteria is not big in 
the home cooked aspect. The 
vegetables and soup are fresh 
every day, adding an add itional 
home-cooked flavor. 
For those of you that do not 
eat complete dinners, they have a 
sandwich menu. The sandwiches 
are, of course, either ham. roast 
beef, or turkey. For the holidays 
they might add and English cut 
prime rib. This would fit into the 
existing price structure. 
N ext time you go hopping 
through the mall, and your 
tum my" in a ball, stop at the 
Roast House, which is open 
from 10 to 10 every day except 
Sunday. 
Own your own profitable vending buslne. 1200 10 S800 monthly earnings 
poeeIbie In your I()8re time (day or eve.) . NO SELLING. Uselected. you \11 ,11 INow Being Served at the I
be Mrvlclng com~ eatabllllhed EXCLUS rVE locations. 
OUR COMPANY II A SUPPUEA OF 
NABISCO SNACK ITEMS. 
REQUIREMENTS: 11.000 to 15.000 CASH INVESTMENT 
(~ured by machines and merchandise) i COUNTRY COMFORT I 
good charw:ter, dependable auto, and 6 to 9 spare hours weekly Income 
"artl Immediately I We supply product, mac"lnes. locations. expansion 
financing, buy back option, snd professional gUidance. If you are sincerely 
Intereated in applying for this genuine opponunlty toward financial suc­
ceaa. pi .... call or wrHe (Include phone number) for aersonal interview 
in your are. to: I· ONLY.:Joe 	 I 
MR. ROBERT L. ANDERSON I: 	 IIWORLD INDUSTRIES. INC. Execut ive Suite 303 another serviee of BarCOL 
191 9 East 52nd Street 
IndianapoIL'. Indiana 46205 
Telepho ne (317) 2 7-5767 --()-...c~~()~(~~I""(""()~C'~C)~()~C)~C'___()~ 
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Award Susan Dear Q.I., 
Do you doubt my incerity'? IMary C. Bedard (81 wpm) has 	 Glad you could make it thisNotice 	 For Sale am not who you believe me to be. been awarded the Expert weekend. I've missed you these 
Perhaps my response was not allTypewriting Bracelet for having past two weeks. I love you. Resume satisfactorily completed Datsun 5 JO. 1970. Has only that was expected, for I did not John mean it to be humorous in any Workshops typewriting requirements of at 53,000 miles and runs like new. 
connotation. Shall we start all :east 80 new words a minute. She 	 P.S Thanx for everything. Also, Interior is perfect and exterior Having problems with your has also been awarded a 	 hope I make you just as happy. over?has no rust or dents. $1150 . 
.-esume? Wondering what to certificate for her achievement. 	 Oh yes, "Rhonda, how ya' With all sincerity, include and what to leave out? 	 Al - 232-0415 do in'?" QJ. I1Having difficulty deciding which Bible Study 
You must admit that it was a format is most appropriate for Program 	 Correction To the Girls of Dorm 5, 
unique way of saying HAPPYyou? Rooms 311,312, 3l3-Someday,Courtesy of Public Information For Sale - 1973 Oldsmobile HALLOWEEN. Just you wait The Career Planning and 	 Cutlass Supreme 2 dr. H.T. sometime, when you least expect 
until Thanksgiving, when youDr. John Williams, in 	 Vinyl roof rally wheels,Placement Office is offering it....get a glimpse of our Birds. 
. everal workshops at various cooperation with the College P S P B .. Very Iow .. ., 	 mIleage, Cleanliness is next to Mother. Chaplaincy Office, is presenting excellent condition. Call 232­limes for interested seniors on Debbie and Vicki, Will A find out about S? What four bible study programs on 0219.RES UME WRITING. Stop taking those showersThursdays from 3 to 4 p.m. in 	~ '-------------' will S say when she sees Mr. Z Workshops will be limited to together-we're getti~g worried!Room 262. The series, which 	 with C? Does C know about Mr.5-6 students and will meet for 
began Novembr 3, will continue 	 Z's adventures 'with A and S' approximately one hour. 	 Dave and JohnPersonalwith the following schedule: 	 Does Mr. Z's roommate know Dates and times for the To Lori, Vivian, Kathy, Joan,November 10, "Being Born 	 about C? Is there anythingworkshops are: 
Again," November 17, · "Holy Policy For Sue, Carol Ann and Nancy: between Mr. Z and L? Does Mr. 1 u~ . , Nov. 15 - 3:00 p.m. 	 Here's to the greatest neighbors Spirit," and December I, 	 Z know what he's doing? Does 
Mon., Nov. 21 - 1:00 p.m. 	 "Healing." There will be an Personals on campus! Mr. Z's roommate know what 
opportunity for discussion after Those individuals wishing to Mr. Z is doing? Does he care? DoInterested seniors should sign The Popcorn Kids Next Door 
each presentation. Participants submit items for inclusion in the his suitmates care? Theseup for the time of their choice in 
are urged to bring their bibles, if PERSONAL column should DEL, thought-provoking questionsth e Career P la nning and 
they have one. note the following policy: I always wanted to open my and much more will be answered Placement Office with Barbara locker and see and apple staring in the next issue of TheTavares, Placement Secretary. P.A. Courses I) The personal should be me in the face. What will you Archway.typed on 8~ x I I paper, if at allFor Spring Pinball Survey 	 think of next? Whatever it is, I'mpossible. The Public Administration prepared for anything. Still, We are taking a survey on the 2) NO personal items will be If you reaily are "still," does Department will be offering
pinball machines. The results 	 printed which are profane. MAR that mean that all ofyou is "still"these courses for the Spring of 
will give the vendor a type of 	 3) NO personal items which 1978. Keep in mind when 	 or "stiff." The Godsquader's are angels machine which students like. We 	 state last names will be printed. preregistration rolls around In Still 2with horns. are also considering a pinball 	 4) Personal items whichthe next few weeks. 
tournament in the future! Please 	 exceed 25 words in length will be Some people like Kermit the Dorm 12 - We will alwaysP.A. 200B Introduction torate the following machines on a 	 edited or rejected. Frog, but I prefer Toads! have the satisfaction of knowingPublic Administration MWFcale of I to 10--10 being the 	 5) Excessively sloppy or we were first. .10:00 deTarnowsky 	 XXbest. Send it to Joe Butler, Box 	 illegible items will be rejected. 
1228. - P.A. 300 Policy Making 6) Personal items which are When is the bell tower going Glen c.: Nice Guy, expecially in Process TTh 10:00 W 9:00 CampCaptain Fanta IIC Volley 	 submitted after 3:00 p.m. to blow up? the bank lines!! 
urf C hamp Jack's Open P.A. 400 Public Administra­ Wednesdays will not be Someone forgot to put the 	 GDC: Grow up, you idiot!! Aztec Night Raider tion Budgeting MWF 12:00 accepted.Jet Spm Night Rider 	 clock on the Bell Tower back an deTarnowsky 	 SAGA: I think you've beenCenllgradc 37 Bronco 	 7) The Editorial Board hour. 
unfairly criticized so I'm going to Buccaneer Big Deal If you have any questions reserves the right to reject any Debbie G. Alarians Evel Knievel 	 compliment you publicly: yourconcerning the courses or the Personals which it finds Hang in there, kid-we'U ~ milk is very white. (Sometimes) major itself, contact Dr. objectional. Long live our rau~FLASH: TYPING CERTIFS. deTarnowsky, Room 228, or call cbata! 	 . To those mature individuals who23 1-1200, ext. 264. Drew,Karen Guerin and Lynn Roy 	 Love. .... decorated the pond with thoseMay your 20th birthday beha ve been awarde d the Delta Omega 	 wonderful tires: Grow up idiots.full of love and happiness. Advanced Shorthand Certificate 	 Kilcup Hall A: Coed Patty Dinner Planned 	 Thanks for the tires in the pond. 
1" " .. hll vi ng satisfac t orily 	 Always, Kuddy is a latent Groupie! Delta Omega's second dinner 	 What would we do without ted the short hand 	 Chucky
will .... he!':: un Tuesday, 	 Other Kilcup Hall A Coed Juvc;nile Delinquents at Bryant * ;ments of 140 words a December 6 at the Village Haven Barbara, 	 OOGoid berg, are you making College . 
• • e. Thank you. Buzzy has a single all weekend 	 progres or still in the breaking­Resta u rant in Forestdale, Theodore: ice name, nice eyes.
Rhode Island . The speaker will three days and THREE long out-in-hlves stage·! wnat a: Library Hours be Mr. Brad Watterson from nights!! bummer! T. W. Thanks for the pitcher. 
, Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & The Library will be open 	 Major, Scrunt, Joyce, T. W. Hear any "Good Tunes" Smith. Tickets will go on saleMonday, November 7 from 12 Have fun this weekend on Lots a' luck w/ Capri! Lately? That's cool. 
next week. All tickets must be noon to 10:30 p.m. maneuvers. TAD: Have they stopped thepaid for by November 22. Look Is that you 463-9687? From 232­Congratulations Graham on 	 calling of you pretty boy. for further details in the next 0389! XOXOXOX
winning the "Guess the Phone issue of The Archway. H.H. Nice Shine 
Bill Contest" this month. Cranston,Snack Bar Hours You owe your life to the Tad: Do you seriously think it's DOOT-da-doot!! Spinning Jenny! 	 "1 n the eyes?" Sat. , Nov. 5 - 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wanted Babe,Sun., Nov. 6 - CLOSED These personals are a pain in the Jayne: Candy store next week? I just wanted to thank you 
Mon., Nov. 7 - CLOSED neck! !!! !----Draconce again for I YEAR of great 	 J .W.: When will you retire? Roommate 
memories. I know we'll share GOOD LOCAnON Drac: Who. are all these raving Person to share 3 bedroom many more in the future . Dorm 13 has been officially beauties in your harem? Internships Available townhouse with 2 males. 15 P.S. We're g9ing to have a named: 
fantastic time this weekend! 	 Zack: Is it true they call you Don
-MONTY HALL C-minutes from school. Furnished Students interested in taking Juan?by the Imperial Grand Wizard ofHappy Anniversary part in the Internship in State - own room. $135 766-1325 
and Local Government may get Dave or Steve Love, Me Dorm J3. There will be a Killer: Good thing Halloween is dedication and ' reception on only once a year. information. and pick up an 	 0 -6- We hi.t you twice. Friday Night, November II, at 
app lication from Profe so r 	 Dana, take the hint !!! .. . Shauna- You're not a Kelly. II :00 p. m. All are invited Bring Declercq, Room A-9, anytime your own Tea . 	 Trip, Rick- Do you remember 
You clown "What's Hap­Lost andwith i n the next week . anything past nine. Applications are also availa ble 	 To all "women" of the Bryant 
pening?" Is it true you speakfrom the secretary in the Faculty 	 College Community: Found Bob: Good luck on your CPA 
WingA. 	 You wouldn't walk into so many German in your sleep! exam! 
things if you kept your nose in A black cigarette case lost last Love Karen 	 Don't drown at practice you front of you instead of pointingFreshmen And 	 Saturday night in the girl's stiff. Chich- Which is your face and it toward the sky. Transfer upstairs bathroom at the whi~h is the mask? Thank You, 	 Where are all your big friends Student Center. It contained an Students The Bryant College Lamposts 1.0. and dorm key which is most Barbara- Stay home. 	 Trip? Robin? Terry? An as se mbly has been 
needed! Please drop off at the Nancy,scheduled at 12:00 noon and Glenn T.- TKO over top of 10. 	 H~J~ ~ Security Office. . Have you been to the liberry again at 3:00 p.m. ;n the 	 Are you getting some nips th ~ 	 Moe,' lately?Auditorium on November 10, Sweater lost Oct. 7. Beige with 	 weekend? Give Tut a blanketHappy Birthday (belated) and1977. Purpose: to talk about brown buttons, hand knit. Lost 	 George Washington, Happy Halloween (belated.) 	 and pillow for the couch! Preregistration. Please try to in Townhouse B area on Did you cross the Delaware 

attend one of these sessions. sidewalk. Call Terry 231-4207. . Di~co last weekend? "Boy" 
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w-s:a=;s::;;IIJ:U::::S:IR=u:::r=rJ:;:U:;;u:a Hey Leopard, 
....... 

WJl\tI~" 
Album Special 

Steve Martin's 

New Album 

"Let's Get Small" 
Thursday Night 
at 11:00 
SENIORS AND DECEM­
BER GRADS--sign up for 
portraits at Ledger Office, 
November 8-November 15. 
Tim, 
Go fly a kite! 
H.R. 
John John, 
How's your diet, 
......... tt! 
John John, 
you fat 
Thanks for a great weekend! I 
will remember you always! 
Signed, 

Left Behind Invalid 

Nabil, 
Howie and Stan and Mark say 
"Hi!" 
Cindy, 
He's not that kind of boy! 
Chip, 
Would you like .... .• or maybe 
.....• or uh ..... , or ..... 
Sue P., 
Keep looking around, I'm 
keeping my eyes on you. We'll 
soon mect! 
Looking 
Debbie, 

Love that engineer! 

the end room 
-5, 

Moving fast huh! That's what 

you think! Love 15 and 

descending! 

84, 

Get cold water down your 

...... ... .. . mu'Ch?? 

15 and 21 
Little Chick, 
What's your number going to 
be when you get back from 
Boston?? 
Concerned Numerologists! 
Beware 
Fudgeman is loose in Dorm II! 
~ey Trip, _ 
Did you make your practice-
Glen c.: Do us all a favor and go 
back to Harvard!! 
Italian Stallion, 
If you want to get past one, my 
notes are up to date! 
Dave 
Someone should slap all five of 
u and tell you all to grow up, 
eluding you LAG. We have 
bad enough of this a rguing. To 
Kilcup Place A (22 1,2,3). 
LMLB 
Did you find your tiger yet? 
J .B. 
I like your new shoes so much. 
Cath, 
How ya' feelin' - P.F.G.! 
Lori, 

Knock, knock! 

Mother Hen, 
Your little chicks missed you 
this weekend. 
Vicki and John. 

Hi there! 

Deb, 
Did you get a trick or a treat? 
Deb. 
Did you love an engineer 
today? 
Beth, 

Juice, juice, juice ........ . 

Jeannie, 
Do you always leave your 
pocketbook in the bathroom? 
Steve, 
• 	 How's the hijacking business 
going? 
Steve, 
Is the bunk bed strong 
enough? 
Hi face, 

Don't be an idiot! 

Signed, 

Mexican Jumping Beans and 

Notes 

Mexican Jumping Bean, 
Still looking for those 
shooting stars? 
Beth, 
What's so significant about 
the number 5?? 
21 and 15 
Lori, 
We'll get that puppy yet! 
Love, 

Drip and Dry 

Mike S., 

Thanks for the HaUoween 

pumpkin. We couldn't have 

done it without you! .... 

Debbie, Vic, Lori, 
Jeannie, Beth, Debbie, 
Corinne 
Drip. 
That will teach you to throw 
cold water on me in the shower! 
Love. 

Dry 

Happy 19th Birthday,Lynn 
Love. 
Your suitemates and Jane 
Grow old along with me! The 
best is .yet to be, the last of life, 
for which the first was made. 
The mystery of life is not a 
problem to be solved but a 
reality to be experienced. 
Mark, 
Happy Anniversary, I love 
you! 
Randal 
"Momo", • 
Thanx for Boston; had a great 
time. 
Love ya, 
"Curly" 
Hey Notes, 
Have you been on schedule? If 
not, write it down. 
Mexican Jumping Bean 
Tom: What happened to Sue? 
Harry c.- How's Who Who in 
Table Tennis!!! (Denise too.) 
Barry- How is D--- and the eight 
little men??? 
lynnda Rose- Should we have 
backed the schedules? I say yes 
(Dennis) and J.W. says no. 
Barry- Bryant College welcomes 
the little woman? 
Nancy D. 95% WHA Tn? 
Donna, liz. Ann. Shirlee, and 
Jo-Ann-There are many things 
that ~e could have put in the 
Personals, and believe me, we 
thought of them all! But, you're 
right, there's no reason to 
embarass you in public. At least 
not yet. Watch out! Your time is 
coming. 
Marie Elizabeth 
This weekend I would rather 
be flying at the airport. I guess 
we won't get off the ground. Too 
bad Dolly can't fly. 
Love, 
You know 
Still 2 
Experience is the only way to 
find out. Your move is next. 
Still I 
Bob D. - Make up your mind. 
Botis - Stop watching your bed. 
Trav. - Put on your gash mark 
and dive in. 
"C" - Mick can outdrink you. 
"The Quick." 
To APK Bunnies - Leg it up here 
anytime. 
Dorm 4, 3rd floor . 
Kelly's keeps them roll ing. 
Ron F . - Pass up the beauties for 
the beast. 
YOU BE r YOU R LI FE - Bob 
Keough. 
...............................•........................... 

. 
~
.
• 
THE LIBRARY 

Presents 

Columbia Recording Artists 

~ 
• 
•
: DUKE AND THE DRIVERS · 

Monday, November 7 at 9:00P.M. 

Tickets: $3.00 in advance 

•$3.50 at the door •
•
•A limited number of tickets will be sold· : 
•
•
• 
Coming to the Library 	
• 
•
• 
• 
on November .. •• 
•
• 
Howie, 
Did you like Boston! 
Jimmy, 
How does it feel taking 
seconds? Nice Guy! 
Jimmy, 
Is it true that you're not that 
kind of "boy"? 
Jimmy, 
How's your car? We told you 
if you left it out after twelve it 
would turn into a pumpkin! 
Outcast Invalids, 
This means all out war. 
Tom P., 
I like that new kind of air 
freshener. It did wonders for my 
pillow, not to mention the color 
on the T .V. set. 
Love ya, 
Lil Rap. 
Ahab, 
Is it true that Arabs like two 
humps instead of three? 
Love, 
The Pit 
Buschy, 
We are having a best legs 
contest! But then again. we 
know what you have. the .,est of 
B-U-U-C-S-H-Y-Y-Y! 
Ron c., 
Is it true that guys who wear 
one earring in their ear are gay? 
Patty N., 
Don't forget your toothbrush 
this weekend. 
T.D. 
Wee Zee, 
You have the best fingers that 
I have ever felt. 
love ya , 
l il Rap. 
M LLI GANS STEW NO. I 
MEN'S VOl lEY BALL 
Beware of Bear in Body Cast. 
Watch out Boti , the paranoid 
a re afte; you. 
At the Halloween mixer we 
drank and had fun , 
The cOlitumes were great though 
th is suite had but one. 
So of you want popcorn come 
right this way, 
Though half their supply went 
the very fi rst day. 
Come meet these people, they'll 
brighten your day 
At the one and only, Kilcup 
Place A. 
LAG 
Redford, 
You're so cute, I j ust can't 
stand it. All those women 
hanging all over you. 
Drury, 
I love to play football in the 
dark. 
The Invalids in Dorm 12 have 
better legs than the girls in the 
first two floors of Kilcup Hall B. 
Chip, 
What's happening? 
Ahab, 
Here's a dime. Call someone 
who cares. 
Just a crazy bunch of guys! 
Janet and Sandy, 
I'll be there with the handcuffs 
very soon. 
Love, 

Bondage 

Debbie G. 
Hang in there, kid-we'll make 
it! Long live our raunchy 
midnight chats! 
Love, Beth 
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EDDAH GAUCHUKIA 

By Joan Marsella 
"Few Kenyan women feel that 
they can shut themselves away 
with their families and be 
satisfied with thai." 
Eddah Gauchukia, M.P., was 
apppointed by President Jomo 
K enyatta to direct and 
coordinate all women's 
programs related to the quality 
of life. She serves this objective 
full time after having spent her 
"learning period" as a volunteer. 
Mrs. Gauchukia's total 
demeanor reveals the import­
ance of her life work and her 
measured delivery of speech 
conveys this dedication to 
purpose. In her long flowing 
skirt, with matching turban 
covering her head, she wears the 
traditional costume of urban 
Kenyans of stature. Other 
women make way as she 
advances and she takes a seat in 
the room from which she may 
direct those around her. 
To teach tho! girls of Kenya 
aims "higher than marriage" is 
the overriding objective of the 
network of government 
programs under the directorship 
of Mrs. Gauchukia, Chairperson 
of the National Council of 
Women of Kenya. 
Here, Mrs. Gauchukia states, 
"Women of education do not 
want to go off into suburban 
communities and isolate 
themselves from society ... " "We 
do not not have that lass of 
women called housewives that 
you have in America. Africa is 
ruch a challengmg place; there IS 
always something that you can 
spearhead. Once you have 
gained an education you have 
something you must offer our 
popu lalion here." 
Mrs . Gauchukia states that 
Kenyan women have always 
SNOW BUNNIES ONLV!! 
JIll' 
Taylor Travel 
PRESENTS 
NORTH CONWAY SKI WEEK 
JANUARY 8 to JANUARY 13, 1977 Reserve Now!! 
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABlE$10:~~O 
INCLUDES: Roundtrip transportation. complimentary 
snowbirds served en route. Five nights at Cranmore 
Mountain Lodge. full breakfast and dinner daily. Five 
Full·Day lift tickets at choice of nine mountains. 
Farewell Wine and Cheese Party. 
• ESCORTED BY DENISE C. BLESSING. your Taylor Travel 
Snow Bunny 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, FILL OUT THE 
BELOW AND MAIL TO TA 
NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 
____STATE:_ ZIP: --oI4A~7J 
80 HIGGINSON AVENUE 
LINCOLN, RHO.DE IStAND 722·6767 
need maternity leave and object ... Schools are not the only 
to the expenses involved. But institution which the National 
this will all change under Council of Women is modifying 
women's direction if their to meet women's needs. That 
concerted efforts prevail. The. organization serves as the 
Kenyan Pariiment recently coordinating agency for a 
passed a law granting women network of 30 groups a roon 
maternity leave for two months which is the Mandeleo Soctet 
so that they can have their the largest rural women's 
babies, stay at home for a month society. The term in Swahili 
or so and go back to guaranteed means, 'women's progress' and 
jobs. 'Not many people in the was organized in 1960 when 
private sector are going to like there were few well educated 
this, but we are going to see that women to direct goal activity for 
this is a reality!' women. They devel op~ 
programs to teach abo.Attitudes exhibited by 
hygiene, birth control, nutrition potential employers are not the 
and to aid in the development ofsingular barriers against 
the 'cottage' industry in whlch women's advancement that the 
marketable women's handicrafts Council is striving to change. 
were made at home and fo r Some attitudes of the family 
which sold at Kenyan and world hamper free development for 
markets. Mrs. Gauchukia is thegirls and promote growth for 
founder of this group, and she boys. 
states that the objectives remain 
'Though the independent the same today but the methods government of Kenya has 
employed to achieve them have
removed all barriers to free 
changed. As grou ps have
educational opportunity and discovered, individual efforts are 
. lit.erally any Kenyan girl who less effective than political arts.
wished to go to school can do so, 
by tradition the family will It is apparent that the 
always choose to send the boy Mandeleo society has succeeded 
rather than the girl to school in a in altering the attitude of its 
family crisis; Mrs. Gauchukia members and associates so that 
said. . women realize that they can not 
succeed without organizational 
There are a host of other help and they transferred this 
rea ons fo r this that tra nscend awaren es s to th e family
mere attitudes . Girls' services are experience in which the mother 
exploited in the home where they works and lives for all a nd 
are charged with domestic du ties improves the quality f life for 
including the care of younger the entire unit. •All of these 
siblings, the household chores activities are coordinated by the 
related to food procurement and National Council of Women of 
preparation. In outlying village~ Kenya which is the organization 
they may fetch water everal that sees there is no duplication 
times daily from a distan t source of ervices and activities and 
of 7 to 8 rniies. above all, relate!. all women to 
government.' To provide some relief for 
girls at the secondary school I n the rural areas the 
level, the educational system Mandeleo society has supported 
stresses boarding schools for the system of the common 
girls and boys where they can be bursaries in which each village 
free from home responsibilities woman puts aside a few shillings 
for three months at a time. The a week from her meager income, 
women's council values this girls' no matter how small. At the end 
experience and works against a of the month the village women 
high rate of drop out of girls. In decide by vote which deserving 
these boarding schools, girls young girl is to receive it to 
show equal academic promise to further her education and this 
the boys and as a result are now system in theory and practice 
aiming for so called, 'non epitomizes the lesson of mutual 
traditional' careers in help. Mrs. Gauchukia believes 
engineering, architecture and the that the 'school girl time' is the 
other professions. happiest time in a woman's life 
and is at this present timeBut the schools are not the 
enrolled in the Ph.D program a t 
starti.ng point of girls' education, Nairobi after having raised her 
according to Mrs. Gauchukia. family. 
They must be free of the 
traditional constraints in the When asked who was the most 
home very early before influential person in her life, 
kindergarten. 'Girls must see Member of Parliament Eddah 
themselves as human beings - as Gauchukia answered unhesita.. 
boys do, and if they too are ingly, 'My father - Who was lfl!"'_ 
encouraged to explore the kind of person who re ognized 
environment they too will end up whatever capabilit y an 
as scientists just as they do in individual had, though he had 
other countries. This is the very little education himself. He 
approach we are taking here and really went out of his way to help 
it is working just as it is in other you, whether you were a girl or <> 
countries, despite the prolonged boy and I really feel that it is d 
stereotypes that prevail in our to his encouragement that! am 
society.' here today.' 
Behind The Scenes... 
M any of you are probably prevt:nt us frum fabricalin. 
wondering why The Archway this time. ......... 
does not publish in schools Suffice to say, we'll see you in 
weeks of less than five days. two weeks. 
There are many fascinating Love and Kisses 
reasons, which space limitations· The Archway 
been economic persons even 
during pregnancy and following 
childbirth. For them, there was 
no interrupted work life 
common to western societies. 
Women simply took their 
children along with them as they 
worked in the fields or in the 
market place and today they are 
accustomed to making 
provisions for the newborn 
among the members of their 
extended family system. 
The free independent 
government of Kenya is 
responsive to the people's needs 
and adaptive life patterns; and, 
therefore, women who are 
employed in civil ervice are 
granted maternity leave. Mrs. 
Gauchukla states: 
"The natu ral act of child 
bearing is seen as a handicap in 
modern societies. It wa never 0 
in traditional societies. I am 
saying that this is so because it 
has come up as an issue in 
salaried jobs where women go 
I 

out to work for wages. We found 
it took a lot of time before we 
convinced the private sector that 
women should be paid maternity 
leave. Not the government 
because they accepted maternity 
leave--that women should be 
paid when they go off to have 
children ...Our women had 
babies, they looked after the 
children but they also worked in 
the fields. This fact is frequently 
overlooked in the private sector 
when women seek employment. 
We are going to work very hard 
to be sure that the natural fact--­
that women will always be the 
bearers of children--that this 
fact does not hlnder women in 
their professions!" 
The attitudes to which Mrs . 
Gauchukia alludes are prevalent 
in the business and industries of 
Kenya which are largely foreign 
owned and in which t he foreign 
attitudes aga inst women's 
employment are imposed . 
Employers feel that women will 
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Season Ends WithAn ~pdate and Outlook of the Celtics Win Over Quinnipiac 
By Harry Cohen By Joseph WeIch 'r 
If the first few games are the first one, being jown 14 -4 they would be lucky if they make Last Saturday a large crowd up good scoring opportuni 
indicators of how the Celtics are It paid off a~ the Green Machine wildcard Looking It!a birth. turned out to watch Bryant 's last but each time they were off 
going to do this year, then Celtic worked for better shots and ahead, the NBA season should game of tht: season and they were mark. Then midway through 
fans have nothing to look crawled back into the game. At be a very competitive one and treated to a very exciting game. half Ed Valichus hit a slow ro _ 
fo rward to. So fa r the Boston halftime, thanks to the best the team to watch out for is the Throughout the game both that got by the Quinnipiac goa e 
, ltics have lost five out of their quarter of Tom Boswell's career, Philadelphia 76ers. And maybe teams fought very hard to score for the only score of the gan­
MOiI-""" t six games, but the odds are it was 49-42 and Boston had an with a lot of luck, these two and displayed an aggresive style Minutes later Quinnipiac ca ~ 
that th is percentage will intermission lead for thf first teams will meet in the Eastern of play. back to score a goal but it .-5 
improve. In the opening game time this season. The lead Conference Chamionship.: nullified by a penalty. From 1. a 
(or both clubs, the San quicklY vanished in the third In the first half both teams had point on Bryant's defence pla~ eQ
many opportunities to score but Antonio Spurs, paced by a 39- quarter and Detroit, with the aid very tough and didn't allo the fine play of the goalies kept point performance by George of Bob Lanier and Eric Money, Quinnipiac to score. CO" :-h
either team from scoring. Gervin, withstood a fourth who scored at will all night, put Feeley thought the win wac. a 
rter rally by Boston and the game out of reach. After the Bryant came out in the second very nice way to end t he seas :1.~ated the Celtics, 114-109. The game Coach Tom Heinsohn half very fired up and It gave the team a good b-fi 
victory was the first over the ripped his players' performance. determined to win their last record, rather than an average 6­
Celts since San Antonio entered "We played dumb, non-hustling game of the season. With good 6 record, and he feels next year 
the NBA last year. Cowens basketball", said Heinsohn. passing and ball control they set team will do even better. 
paced Boston's fourth quarter Meantime, Pistons center Lanier ,BOWLING STANDINGS 
rally, scoring 14 points in the said Boston "isn't the team out Division A 
period. The 6-8 center finished there that it was before." Gold Buds 11-4 ATHLETICthe game with 18 points but the In their first home game, atthe T.E.-C 8-7 
high scorer for the Celtics was Jo Hartford Civic Center, DAve T.E.P.-A 7-9 
Jo White with 24 points. And as Cowens scored 23 points and PalWDa Reds S-11 SHORTS
usual, Scott fouled out in the helped the former world champs Division B 
game with a little more than a survive second-half counter­ King Pinsll-S According to the latest N -C­ Eric Soderholm of t he 
minute remaining and attacks by the Atlanta Hawks to Hot Shots 8-8 Double-A figures, Texas is the Chicago White Sox was nameJ 
contributed 17 points in the carve out a 110-103 triumph. Lum's Laundry 7-9 toughest team in the nation to today as the American Leagu_'s T.E.-A 6-10game. In thf' Celtic's second Forward reserves 6-8 Tom score on. comeback player of the year by 
outing, they again came up on Boswell saw plenty of action Division C The top ranked Longhorns UPI. Soderholmcame off a knee 
the short end. The Houston along with All-Pro Dave Bing Canadian Club 19-1 have registered three shutouts injury and batted .280 with 2': 
Rockets, led by Kevin Kunnert, in the back-up role in the Piece of Cake 9-11 this season... including last homers for the White Sox in 
Moses Malone, Mike Newlin, backcourt. Well, the Celtic's T.E.-B 6-14 4 , 1977.week's 26-0 victory over Texas 
and Rudy Tomjanovich, with 18 winning streak didn't last long as Phi Epsilon P. 6-14 Tech. in seven games, Texas has 
points apiece, handed Boston its they were clipped by the New Division D allowed only 44 points an Dallas Quarterback 'Roger 
second less in as many games. Jersey Nets 116-109. The Nets had Grizzlies Bears IS-S Staubach is rated the top passe average of just over six points 
The Rockets broke out to an 11-0 lost their first four games, but Bearded Clams 11-9 in the National Conference an per game. 
lead and were never headed. before a crowd of 7,594, their Doabone 9-11 Baltimore's Bert Jones ranI,sNorth Carolina is secondNo NamesIn the Celtic's third game, largest in three home games at S-IS number one in The American 
' followed by Arkansas, Michigan 
leading' at halftime (49-42) for Rutgers University Gym, they Division E Conference.and Ohio State. 
the first time this season, the outgunned the Celtics. In K.T. 16-4 The Cincinnati Reds ha 'e Tennessee State leads in total 
winless Celtics played their Boston's next game they were Invalids-A IS-S acquired Bill Bonham from t ,defense with an average of 193Sheebee &. The Gang poorest 12 minutes of basketball dumped by the Cleveland S-IS yards per game. Chicago Cubs and have sign 
in memory in the third quarter Caveliers with Walt Frazier, lm- T.E.P.-B 4-16 the veteran righthander to i:1 
(9 points) and wound up losing 98. With 3:07 left in the game, Division F Chicago's Walter Payton four-year contract. In retu rn f r 
their third straight game 100-85, John Havlicek became only the Invalids Brewery 14-6 gained 205 yards last weekend Bonham, the Reds gave l p 
to the Detroit Pistons. In this seond player in NBA history to Rolling Thunder 12-8 against Green Bay and is closing Southpaw Woodie Fryman at 1 
Pin Ups particula!" game, the Celts made score 10,000 field goals. Wilt 11-9 in on 900 yards rushing in the Bill Caudill. ..A 21-year-old 
one change, starting Sidney Chamberlain holds the record of Pit of S 3-17 National Football League. righthander. 
Wicks in place of Curtis Rowe at 12,681. The Cavs, who were the 0.power forward, alongside John only team in the NBA without a 
Havlicek and Dave Cowens, homecourt victory this season, ~ 
with J 0 J 0 White and Charlie led from the opening tipoff. "­
Scott in the backcourt. But that The Celtics will play eight of 
combination didn't go any better their next ten ' games at the NOT GOING HOME!!! ~ 
than the oth.:r one in the early Garden. Somehow, this may be 
going. As Boston missed the the boost they're looking for. o 
first eight shots of the game, But the way things look so far, I 
Detroit rolled up a 10-0 lead and 'don't think the homecourt Come to the C.C. for 
forced the Celtic's mentor to call advantage will actually be that 
time out after only 3:41 had significant. I-or the Celtics, the 
elap ed. And, what do you chances of another world 
know, the Celtics called anothe championship this season don't LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
time out only 63 seconds after look too prosperous. In fact, 
Mick's Picks SC TTBy Mickey Perlow ' 
Houston over Chicago 

Denver over Pittsburgh 

Cleveland over Cincinnati 
 SIDERItfANSan Diego over Detroit 

Kansas City over Green Bay 

Baltimore over Washington 

Dallas over N.Y. Giants 
 Saturday, N~vember 5Miami over N.Y. Jets 

Atlanta over San Francisco 

New England over Buffalo 

Oakland over Seattle 
 vocal/guitar / banjo
Los Angeles over Tampa 

Philadelphia over New Orleans 
 • another service of BRYCOL 
St. Louis over Minnesota 
sponsored by the Student Programming Board 
Last Week--6 and 8 (Early Senility) 
Season--66 and 32 
• 
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Patriots Drive Past Jets 
By Jeff Tunis 
The New England Patriots Sam Cunningham led New 

beat the New York J ets 24-13 England rushes with 79 yards on 

last Sunday at Schaefer Stadium 23 carries. Don Calhoun added 

Steve Grogan overcame early 66 yards on 12 carries. Clark 

period mental lapses and picked Gaines led the Jets rushing 

apart the Jet defense a he passed attack with 53 yards. Jerome 

for 228 yards. Darryl Stingley Barkum oaught 4 passes for 73 

sparkled for the Pats as he pulled yards for the New Yorkers. 

down 8 passes for a game high 

121 yards. 

Photos by Jeff Tunis Here are some of the Todd and Barkum congratulate each other after touchd,·" 
higblights from that game. pass. ~ 
Richard Todd readies to throw touchdown pass to J erome Pat Leah! of the Jets boots field goal to put the Jets up 3-0. 
Barkum. (E) 
Chuck Ramsey punting for the Jets. Bruce Harper fakes out Ray Costict on punt return. 
Sam Cunningham finds running room as Burgess Owens Sam Cunningham finds a hole-in the Jet defense. 
follows. 
, 

